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"Tell the truth and don't be afraid"

UB to submit
concert offer ·
If accepted, Comedian Carrot
Top will perform on May 2
By MICHELLE POWELL
Acuvities editor

J After

a two-car accident 011 Garfield
Thursda\' afternoon. one of the two
nt l'ictims is wheeled away on a
her by paramedics. The accident
d abo111 3·30 p.m. hv Coleman and
· Halls. The accidem oC'Curred when
backed our of a parking spot striking
inl? car. Police will release the 11(lme\·
vicrims at 7 a.m. toda_\:
One of the victims of the accident is
td in cm ambulance before being
rted to Sarah Bush LJ11co/11 Hospital.

re than 50 percent of eligible
lty members vote in elections
percent last year."
A total of 230 faculty members
vo1ed; 119 voters on Wednesda)'
and 1J2 on Thursday. Fosler said
he was surprised that there was
not a large difference in turnout
between
Wednesday
and
Thursday.
"Thursday usually brings in a
higher voter turnout 1h an
Wednesday from what I've seen
in years past," he said. "This year

it was almost 50-50."
Senate member John AJljson
said he believes the higher turnout
can be linked to an increased
interest in the Council o n
Academic Affairs.
" I think overall , there was
increased interest in the elections
because everyone wants to play a
part in what's going on with the
CAA and their discussions of the

See VOTE page 2A

The University Board today
will submit an official offer to
comedian Carrot Top in hopes of
booking him as the featured
Spring Concert auraction.
If Carrot Top accepts the
offer from
UB
Concert
Coordinator Edie Stump. he will
perform May 2. Stump said.
Carrot Top is not available until
May.
Since August of 1997. Stump
said she has contacted 134
performers and entenainers, of
which only 25 were left as
feasib le options. She said the
U B has received no feedback
from any of the 25 performers'
agents so far.
Last school year, the UB had
two offers, Stump said. These
offers included Trisha Yearwood
and the Mighty Mighty
Bosstones. Yearwood's schedule
did not comply with the date the
UB had set the concert for while
the Mighty Mighcy Bosstones
and the UB misinterpreted each
other during prelimrnary
negotiations, excl uding them as
a concert option.
Stump said that all names that
s tudents have submitted for
possible
fut ure
co ncert
performers are still pending and
the UB is sti ll vigorously
researc hing these suggestions.
Consequently, the 25 performers
who are left to c hoose from are
either too expensive, not touring
or will not s tart touring until
June, she said.
She also said Carrot Top

performed at Eastern almost two
years ago.
Stump also said that the UB
has issued surveys around
campus so students could give
their opinions about who should
be featured for the spring
concert.
..Time has been running out
for UB to choose a performer
and (the UB 's) main focus is ...
on Eastern students." she said.
Students are in contro l of
se lecting a sp rin g concert
performer. and that if students
want Carrot Top. they are the
ones who can do it. she said.
Carrot Top brought in an
audience of about 2.000 last
ume he was at Eastern. Stump
said, adding that his popularity
is on the rise, partly because he
has a new movie coming soon.
Questions and concerns have
risen from students who want to
know why O'Brien Stadium
cannot be used as the spring
concert venue.
The stadwm is used only for
athletics, Stump said.
This is Stump's last year at
Eastern and she said she wants
this year's spring concert to be a
large turnout. She also said that
she wants somebody for the
sprin g concert who everyone
will enjoy and come se~.
"Students' opinions matter,"
Stump said. "The VB is open for
any suggestions:·
Students who have musicians
or comedians in mind who they
thjnk students will want to see
can offer their suggestions by
calling the Student Activities
Office at 58 l -5 117.

proposes questions for writing-intensive courses
SLOUP
ouocil on Academic Affairs
proposed a list of questions be
and distributed to department
· how their general education
inlo various categories.
ories include writing-intensive,
and writing-centered.
riling Across the Curriculum
developed general education
and means of assessment for
quality of writing instruction in
the current general education
does not fall under these
said CAA Chair Mary Durkin

'

'

The key is that writing will be one consideration in determining students'
grades {in core classes)."
- Mary Durkin Wohlrabe,
CAA Chair

" IL is different now than the original way it
was set up," Wohlrabe said. 'The key is that
writing will be one consideration in
determining s tude nts' grades (in core
classes)."
A draft detailing the writing components
of core classes was generated by the CAA's
subcommittee on general education. The
draft states that a ll of Eastern 's general
education courses require writing; but courses
are separated into three different categories of

writing, writing-intensive, writing-centered
and writing-active.
Wohlrabe said all of the general education
courses are currently considered writingintensive.
Writing-intensive courses require several
wriling assignments and activities. The
quality of the writing is only one of the
determinants of the final grade.
Writing-centered courses include such
courses as English 100 l C and l 002C and

students are taught the principles and process
of writing in all stages. from beginning to
end. The quality of the writing is the main
principle in determining the grade.
Writing-active courses include a few highe n rollment courses and several writing
assignments and activities are required These
are not necessarily graded and are not
necessarily one of the determinants for the
final grade.
Wohlrabe said questions will be generated
for department chairs so they can list which
general education courses fall under which
category and to also see if some courses are
not including necessary writing instruction.
"l'Ve heard horror stories that there's no
writing in some courses," said CAA member

See CAA page 2A
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Two Charleston residents
report vehicles stolen U !!!!f
Two Charleston residents
reported their vehicles stolen I.his
week.
Larry Hunter, 38, of 930 First
St, reponcd his 1995 red Pontiac
Grand Prix missing at 4:45 a.m.
Tuesday. according to a poUce
report. The theft occu rred
between l l p.m. Monday and
4:35 a.m. Tuesday at his residence, the police report stated.
The motor vehicle is valued at
$13,000, the police report stated.
Hunter said the doors of lhe
vehicle were unlocked and the
ignition key was kept under the
front seat of the vehicle. the
police report stated. Identifying
characteristics of the vehicle
include three antennas: one for
the radio. one for the CB radio
and one for the car phone. the
police report stated.
Michael Oliver. 53. of 503 N.
Sixth St., reported his 1989 Gra)
Dodgu Da~"()ta missing at 5:47
a.m. Tuesday. according to a
police report. The theft occurred
at an unknown time and occurred
in the 600 block of Elm Street,
the police report slated The vehicle is valued at $3.500. the police
report stated.
In other city and campus

news:
• Natalie M. Dominick, 19, of
625 Andrews Hall. reported her
debit card stolen on charges of
theft. a police report stated. The
incident occurred March 2 and
four purchases have since been
made worth a total of $60,
according to a police report.
• Valerie L. DeLeon, 20. of 22
Yorkshire Building in University
Court, reported her Sanyo
radio/CD player stolen from her
Chevrolet Celebrity, a police
report stated. The incident
occurred between 8:30 p.m. and
I 0 p.m. Tuesday in parking lot T
of the Student Recreattonal
Center, according to a police
report.
• Stephen L. Turner, 20. of 203
Douglas Hall. reported the followmg Sony Playstation equipment stolen: the Playstation game
council. two control pads. a
memory card, a patch cord. a
Fmal Fantasy game cartridge and
his telephone/ answering
machine, a police report stated.
The mcident occurred over spring
break from 3 p.m. March I 3 co
11 p.m. Sunday and is estimated
at $414, according to a police
report.

VOTE frompagelA~==-====~~
general education curriculum."
Allison said.
Some departments produced a
100 percent turnout within the
department, while some only
produced a 12 percent turnout.
The areas with the highest
voter turnout were Booth Library
that had all l 6 of its members
vote: secondary education, which
had all six of its members vote;
and the department of family and
consumer sciences, which had 12
of its 13 members vote.
Departments with the lowest
turnout included the African-

CAA

American studies department and
the media center that were both
unrepresented at the polls. The
art department had only two of
its 17 members voting.
''Our impression is that was a
good turnout for us," Allison
said. "Especially with all the talk
of voter apathy that I've been
hearing."
Nominees were announced at
the March 3 Faculcy Senate
meeting.
Six of the positions h ave no
nominees, nine posit ions h ave
one nominee, leaving only seven

of the 29 positions to be
ed.
The Faculty Senate is
to have 15 members acco
its constitution, but it will
member short. The issue
held off until after the el
Voters were able to
candidates for positions
nominees.
James T idwell, Faculty
elections committee m
said the Faculty Senate El
Comm ittee will an noun
election results at Tue
Faculty Senate meeting.

frompagelA

Ken Suuon.
One concern CAA members expressed was
some writing-intenstve courses have a large
amount of students and thh might make it difficult
to implement writing into the course.
"Remember that we get good by doing a 101 of
something," said CAA member Frank
McCormick. "Big sections can have much more
writing than smaller sectiom. if they are given a
notion as to how writing can occur in their sections."
Students can "better their performance'' if they
do the work. McCormick said. "I believe performance can also improve if the professor talks with
the students and has the students have an exchange
system with each others· work," McCormick said.
"I would like to hear what professors who arc

teachin~ these courses have to say." said
member Doug Bock.
The council also unanimously appro\ecl
course proposals: BOT 3033 - Dendrology,
3851 - Plant Anatomy and BOT 3
Horticulture.
BOT 3851 will be "brought down" to the
graduate requirement, said Gordon Tucker,
ate professor of botany. Three more h
required courses will be added but elective
will be lowered in order to ··equal it out."
In other business. CAA will decide
members to serve on the Achlevemea
Contribution Awards Selection Commiu
deadline for submittals is April 15.
''It's a little bit of work but it's wonderful
what your colleagues are doing," Wohlrabe

Whitewater grand ju
sees second set of fi
lady's billing records

KATHERINE THOMAS/Staff photographer

Bang on the drum
Abubakan lumw (far left). plan African drums 11·ithfellm1 performen Thursda) in the Grand Ballroom of
the .\farrin Luther King Jr. Unfrersity Union. Lumza playt•d traditional .rnngs that tell rtoric\ of his home in
Dagbon, Ghana.

WASHINGTON (A P) - In a
"You 're sitting in the
bizarre discovery in the late jury and the prosecutor'
Vincent
Fo,ter's
attic, an entry about Mrs. Clint
Whitewater pro~ecu tors ha\ e one set of billing records,
landed a second set of Hillar:y tion ) ou about ii. then 1
Rodham Clinton':. once-elusive up the other set and read'
law firm billing record,, lawyers entries about other mee
said Thursday.
said one recent grand J
The records have fewer hand- ncss who spoke only on c
written notations and fewer pages of anonymity.
Prosecutors are trying
but generally contain the same
information as the set belatedly mine if Mrs. Clinton. wh
found in the White House in vate Arkansas attorney.
series of fraudulent S
1996. chc lawyer:. ~aid .
Nonetheles!., the documents transaction~ in the m1
have become a fresh line of carried out by her bus'
inquiry for grand jury question- ner. 'the late James Mc
ing in Arkansas, where prosecu- They're also invest
tors are pressing to wrap up their whether she lied about
investigation of the first lady'!.
legal \\Ork for a failed saving'
and loan O\\ ned by her investigation,,tat was
Whitewater business partner.
ing her husb\'s presi
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arm weather returns to Eastern
ct 1emperatures to fall
eekend , but don't fret and gloves will not be
ording to Dalia ... Price,
eather observer, today·s
·11 he 71 degrees with lesi.
lhan Thursday. The record
today \\as set in 1910 at
s.

weekend, Charleston can
to feel temperatures in
r 60's with a combinaf sunshine and i.cattered
wen,, Price said. Warm
lures are to continue on
weekend, he said.
credits the unexpected
weather not to EI ~iiio.
the circulation of the
phere. He believes El
which has been the domicontrol of weather since
s, is losing strength.
ough temperatures lypito climb in April, it is
sual for March to have
temperatures, Price said.
ch came in like a lion,
111 go out like a lamb,"
said.
record high for Thursday
degrees set in 1907. The
I temperature so far this
was set on Thursday at 75
s. It hasn't been that

ANNA BETZELBERGER/Associate photo edttor
Kristi Or/et, a junior an major, brushes hair out of her face while talking
with Shaun Noel. a senior computer business major. Thursday afternoon
in the Iibmf)' Quad. Brisk winds did not stop students from spending time
outside and enjoying the 75 degree weather.

warm since Oct. 12. Price said.
"It gives us hope that spring is
just around the corner," Price
said.
Jodie Resedean, a senior
speech communication major,
plans on taking advantage of the
warm weather by doing some
spring cleaning and "relaxing in
the enjoyable weather."
"I plan on spending as much
lime away from my apartment as
possible," said Tony Veloz, a
senior speech communication
major.

Julie Ryan. a sophomore special education and secondary
English major, and Michelle
Fee, a junior Spanish major, said
they spent most of Thursday
afternoon ou1side.
"It's fun to walk around on
campus because everyone has
spring fever," Ryan said.
Fee agreed and took the
opportunity of the warm weather
to sport her overall shorts.
"It was nice to fin'!llY get to
break out summer clothes." Fee
said.

arleston invited to tour a Junkya.rd

''

We've been wanting to do this for about four years
now, and we finally came up with a way to do it and a
place to do it."
-Wade Douglas,
Co-owner of The Junkyard

Junk) ard. which hit!> been
ths in the making, will be
today if all goes according
said Wade. Douglas. who
the "counll) re taurant
"with hi., wife. Belinda.
bas all new panelin.g, a
DC\\ kitchen ... and (a picthe Junkyard dog painted
floor," DougJa ...... aid.
been waming to do this
t four years now, and we
came up with a way to do
a place to do it.''
re taurnnt lounge will fea30-foot bar. pool tables.
foos b;1ll. a jukebox., a DJ
and live bands, Douglas
Junkyard can accommocouple hundred pcopfo, he

or SS, Douglas said.
"We'll ha\e karaoke. pool tournaments. dart tournaments. inhouse tournaments. foos ball tournaments (and) tan contest-... for all
the people who came back from
spring break," Douglas said.
One of the features that makes
The Junkyard unique is the hardwood dance floor and the mix of
music that \\ill . be played,
Douglas said.
"Eve!) other bar is too expenshe and there's no country music,
and the fooJ is too expensive."
Douglas srud. "(Charleston) needs
a good, fun place to go and
there's no country music around
here. There's cheap food and a
good lime in here.''
One of the Jive bands that will
restaurant will feature be playing The Junkyard is The
such as bratwurst. a half- Generations. Others are lined up
homemade hamburger, as well. but no definite dates have
beef and a fish bowl for $7 been set yet, Douglas said.

Karaoke will also be an e\'ening
event. he said.
"Functions for the sororities
and fraternities are free. no
charge.'' Douglas said.
The Junkyard is open to all
ages, although patrons ordering
alcohol will need to be at leac;t 21
years old, Douglas said.
"It's for anyone to come in:
(there is) country and rock music
playing," Douglas said.
The Junkyard will open at 10
n.m. and close at 2 a.m. Fridays
and Saturdays.
Alcohol will stop being served
at I a.m .. but food will still be
served until 2 a.m.. Douglas said.
Sunday hours will be from I 0
a.m. until 11 p.m.
··we're just open on the weekends as of right now until we can
get an ad out in the paper for
parking available for functions
through the week," Douglas said.

Ato form a food service task force
Re~idence Hall Association Thursday nomifivc people to be inducted into the National

e Hall Honorary Association.
H represent-. the top l percent of residence
rs," said RHA Prc~ident Amanda Perry.
nominees who were accepted by vote of accliincludcd. Richard Keaton. a junior chemistry
Jamie Tanner. a fre hman elementary educa~or: Adam Klemmons. a freshman zoology
KeHn :\lcCarth), a sophomore music cduca~or: and Andy Klcmmons, a Jllnior graphics
a or.
rnallons for the Richard G. Enochs
1p .ii o were accepted. The nominee must be
more, junior, se111or. or graduate swdcnt.
a residence hall or un~v.e~ity :.p:utm~t and

must be an outstanding achiever.
The nominees were Keith Cosentino. a junior political science major: Perry, Keaton and McCarthy. Each
nominee was required to give a short speech and
answer questions from RHA members Perry was
selected by RHA members as the nominee.
RHA Vice President Haley Pope ac;ked for the formation of a Food Service task force. The tnsk force
would concentmte on improving service throughout
the south quad.
'The quality of food £0Cli down dliring the Y.eekend becau~ of O\ercnl\\ding," Pope said.
Lnck of interest by RHA members resulted in post..:
poning the task force project.
Guest peaker, Michelle Alhson, announced that
the Admi ions Office 1 in need of tour guides.
Guides would give tours to incoming students and
their fnmllies. Applications are due to the
Adrl!: 1~ ,.ofQcc bJ: Ae_nl 3

University Theatre
New Pl_a ywrights
Series Presents

TbRee Women
Em Racinq
8 p .Ill. on March 26,
27, 28 April 2, 3, 4

2 p .m. on March 28,
29 in the Studio

Written by
Eastern Alumnus
Robert Caisley
DOM.I NO'S
.DAILY DEALS
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University needs
to find money to
settle with union
O

nce again, a final resolution to the university/
AFSCME contract dispute ha~ been deflated.
The university should offer more than a 3.2
percent increase in hourly wages for all job classification.
The university is basing its wage increase on
the results of the benchmarking process. The university compares its service workers to workers
at Western Illinois
University, Southern
Illinois University at
Carbondale and Illinois State University.
While many of these university may have similar work conditions, they don't have the specter of
Illinois's flag university less than an hour away.
The University of Illinois and Eastern aren't comparable on an academic funding level. However,
the issue is not an academic one, it is a manpower
issue.
Western, ISU and SIUC are not close enough to
really affect the number of workers at Eastern.
The U of I does have the ability to pull prospective workers from Eastern's job pool.
Benchmarking is supposed to compare
F.astern's academic and administrative departments to comparable universities. The process will
be used to gauge the effectiveness of each department
While the benchmarking universities may have
comparable numbers of workers and wages, the
universities don't have a competitor for labor. The
university has compared the programs and
crunched the numbers to reach its conclusion.
However, Eastern has forgotten to take into
account simple issues of geography and keeping
wages competitive.
The university is doing little to discourage a
possible defection. Why can't the university find
the funds to properly compensate people that run
many of the day-to-day operations of Eastern?
The university has found a way to continue paying
the salaries of administrators that have been fired.
Both Chris Merrifield, former Eastern liaison to
the capitol, and Jim Hanna, former chief advancement officer of development, still receive a salary
from the university.
Eastern needs to stay competitive, not only as
an institution of higher education, but as an
employer - an employer of not only professors and
administrators, but an employer of building service workers, secretaries and food service workers.

Edi torial

' '

today's quote

Keep up appearances whatever you
do.

Supreme court justice: Laws equal right
lf
'l Congress Or a
J
state legislature

the most efficient justice in
ing statutes because he comp!
ignores their legislative histories.
While others use this history
g uide to gauge the intent
SOmeCongress, Scalia measures ·
sixty-two year and one day
than through words. If Congress «
state legislature intended so
old justice seemed a tad un~om- - -Rl_A_N,_A.....
ND__E_R_S_O_N_
9
thing different than the law
fortable at the specter of facmg a
.
1,,,
crowd without the protections of Regular columnist
ShoUw
Ve
they should have rewritten
law.
the bench and his black robe. He
Not only is this the ri
had no reason to be so reticent.
approach, it is the only way
Scalia, the most conservative of
the nine current justices and the one most likely to be mis- keep the Constitution from becoming a tool of the in
taken for Chris Berman, was among friends on this day. You groups.
An example of this is the Court's 1992 decision
see, in this age of tabloid government. the Supreme Court. as
Planned Parenthood v. Casey. Pennsylvania's legisla
men and women, are beyond reproach.
Take into account chat the audience was made up of most- (elected by the people, mind you) amended the state's a
ly law students. law professors and general legal fanatics and lion control law to require infonned consent of the mo
parent or husband and a 24-hour waiting period.
I.he chances of a negative reception were virtually erased
Although the court upheld many of the provisioo1
Scalia docs what judges are supposed to do; he judges. lll
this ~ense he b a throwback to the days before judges reaffirming Roe v. Wade I.he majority established a ne\\
dard of detennining I.he validity of laws restricting abortJ
became activists.
Any state law that imposed an "undue burden'' on
The judicial restrc.tint that he practices dates back to John
Marshall's McCulloch v. Maryland decision and '<Vas the woman seeking an abortion before the fetus attains viab
was now unconstitutional
su~ject that Scalia chose for this occasion.
What part of the Constitution does it violate? Scalia.
This was obviously a speech he had given before. He
flowed through the logic of his arguments lucidly and had not cenain six years later. stated "I guess it's m the
Undue Burdens Clause of the Constitution."
much of the crowd on the edge of theii seacs.
In Casey. it was seen ~ an undue burden for a wom
Mixed in with his remarks were the humor and brilliant
notify her husband before she aborted I.heir child. err. 1
c~ann that make him a favorite of his colieagues despite I.he
fact that he is often tears into them scornfully in his written their fetal material.
opinions.
Scalia refuses to concur in opimons that establish a
Unfortunately for us. these opinions are usually dissents. do I feel like toda)" interpretation of the Constitution.
Although seven of the nine justices were appointed by not a "living document," it is an "enduring document"
Republican presidents. when it comes to social and cultural
He left the change agents of the world with some "
issues. like this week's abortion decision. Scalia usually has of advice. If you want new rights (homosexual marriage
want to restrict others (smoking), pass a law. He's all fi
only WiUiam Rehnquist and Clarence Thomas on his side.
The veracity of his arguments is based in bis belief chat in But if you expect courts to keep creating policy, you're
many <:ases, his peers, instead of reading the Constitution to have to go through him.
Amen for that.
and statutes for what t.liey say, first make I.heir decision on
the issue and then use "interpretations" to fit the law to their Brian Anderson is a political science graduate stude1u
decisions.
semi-weekly columnist for The Daily Eastern News. H
To Scalia, statutory interpretation is an oxymoron. He is mail address is cubea@pen.eiu.edu.

ust prior to Spring Break, l had
I.he opportunit) to see Supreme
Court Justice Antonin Scalia speak
at the centennial celebration at the
University of Illinois College of

,

intended
thing different
the law says they

La~e

ha

rewritten the law. "
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University needs
BSW's to keep halls,
buildings maintained
To the editor:
I am writing today to discuss a certain matter that has been an issue on this
campus for the past couple of weeks. It
was brought to my attention about a
few weeks ago that the university is
attempting Lo contract out our building
service workers. The university would,
in turn. hire a company to come in and
clean the buildings (dorms included)
once a.week. This wilJ cut down on
cost, but the question I am asking is:
Will this price cue be as beneficial to the
university's budget as it will be to the
buildings' maintenance? In my personal
opinion, the quality and cleanliness of
the buildings will not sustain if we

your turn
allow the university to eliminate the
building service worker's jobs.
Everyday the building service workers labor to maintain our buildings. In
the dorms and Greek Court, they mop
and or vacuum every floor, clean the
bathrooms top to bottom, bleach the
showers. dust wben necessary and clean
the windows. On occasion, one can find
the workers scraping the stairs to
remove any of the gum or other stains.
They are always friendly and accommodating. If anything, I believe that
these men and women do more than
they are required.
We must keep in mind these are people, like you and I. These men and
women have bills to pay and families to
support. Their jobs are detrimental to

Letter policy
maintaining their quality of ·
small price cut really going to
university that much money
can sacrifice the jobs of more
employees. These building
workers have been loyal to
Illinois University for years. N
time that the university express
alty to them.
Before the university makes
sion whether to terminate these
tions, we the students and staff
step in and vote, "NO TO
TRACTING OUT."
Thank you for your time and
eration.

I

sti 11 the word
..

.. see story page three
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Under Our Skin
Well, we hope that all you lovely readers had
one of those spring breaks that you see in the
movies ... you know, all the fun, sun, nudity and
liquor that one person could handle.
In all actuality you probably turned the color
of freshly cooked lobster; got food poisoning;
saw naked fat men that make Raymond Burr
look like Fabio; and received an uncontrollable
itch that won't go away which makes going to
the bathroom a painful experience.
It all comes with the territory.
Life will never be the way it is In those
movies.
Doesn't that make you just a little angry?
You know, (contrary to public opinion). we
Men of Adventure are far from perfect; we get
angry too. In fact, we get so angry at so many
things, we decided to vent and write down all
the things that really grind our keisters.
First things first, Women ... whether it be the
way they walk or the way they tell us one thing
and mean another. Women make it to the top of
the Men of Adventure ALOA (Annoying List of
Adventure).
What makes them think that they can get
away with wearing men's clothing?
Do we parade around in sun dresses?
No, well most of us don't anyway. Why do
women feel the need to steal our T-shirts, sweatshirts, jeans, etc.? We don't shop for ourselves
at Victoria's Secret, so ladies, stay out of
Structure.
Let's open up another can of worms with the
opposite sex. The toilet seat; that's right, that
age old argument ladies. It is time for us to put
our foot down. If you wouldn't mind, we fellas
would appreciate it it you left the dam~seat up!
We are sick of sprinklin' when we're tinklin'.
Okay, on to bigger and more annoying things.
Stupid people.
There are plenty of them out there and they
are just waiting to annoy the hell out of you. You
know these people, they are everywhere.
They ask things like "Can I ask you a question?"
not much choice there, bucko. These are the
people who, when you lose something tell you,
"Don't worry it will always be in the last place
you look." OF COURSE IT WILL!! Why would
you keep looking for something once you had
found it? Idiots ... Why do these people deem it
necessary to pester us on a daily basis?
Everybody knows the jerk who stands around
and bums cigarettes or opens conversations
with the ever so witty, "Cold enough for ya?"
Hey, do us a favor and SHUT THE H*!# UP!
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Then there are those people who find it necessary to go on long trips and drive the whole
way doing 55 mph. Now, we would not have a
problem with that if they stayed out of the lane
that is built for normal people who drive at least
85 mph. We think they should have special lanes
designated for stupid people; things would be a
lot safer.
Not only do people piss us off, but inanimate
objects do as well, such as keys, the remote
control and condoms.
When was the last time you fixed yourself a
nice, hot meal, pranced to the living room, sat
down in your favorite chair and were forced to
get up and form a search party for the clicker?
You know what happens, couch cushions are
flung around the room, chairs are over-turned
and meanwhile your dinner gets cold ... what a
freakin' pain in the neck. Not to mention the
viewing time lost of a great Andy Griffith
episode. It finally gets to the point when you
have to turn the television on manually ... GOD
FORBID!
As for keys ... why do they find the most
inopportune time to get lost? Come to think of it
... Is there really an opportune time to lose your
keys, or anything for that matter?
Probably not.
And as far as condoms are concerned, who
wraps them, the Reynolds company? What are
the packages made of, Teflon? Nine times out of
ten the mood is lost once the package is finally
penetrated. (And how cool is it when you tear it
open with such force that the prophylactic
becomes airborne, landing on the floor? Oh,
now that is a special moment.)
If we were to continue writing about things
that Irritate us this column would be a novel
about the size of 'War and Peace." There are so
many things out there to annoy us, but we want
to hear what perturbs you. Feel free to send us
your comments and we will address our
favorites in a future column.
Oh by the way ... we are still awaiting your
exciting stories about spring break. Don't let us
down, we need something to do with dull and
seemingly meaningless lives.
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MOA Useless Fact of the Week: Ever wonder
what the billionth digit of pi is? Well have no
fear, the answer is 9.
Editors Note: The Men of Adventure are profeulonal satirfsu.
P19se do not try chis at home. No offense was Intended In the
wrrting of this column. Send general praise or hate mall to The Men
of Adventure. Contact Bob Ladewig at cubll@pen.elu.edu or Mm
f9r at cumff@pen.eiu.edu. Thank you. and have a nice day.
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rease is the word 20 years later
d'Jnicole meinheit
Staff writer
EASE," one of the most popular
'ons in Broadway history, is being
ed tonight. based on the continuess of the Broadway version.
Carr, "GREASE's" co-producer, had
ying for the re-release of the film
re the re-release of Star Wars last
it was .john Travolta's resurgence
the movie business that prompted
nt to take advantage of his role in
version of "GREASE."
Travolta is popular and Paramount
the opportunity to capitalize on
ularity," said Joseph Sain, faculty
t for the theatre arts department.
the popularity of Travolta now, it is
to imagine that when Carr chose
ta he had just finished making
ay Night Fever," and Paramount
were unsure of his star power
· ted on someone with proven star
for the part of Sandy.
EASE" has been performed in many
Is and colleges also.
Eastern
e.d "GREt\SE" in the/su_rnmer of

1981 and attendance at the production
made "GREASE" one of the top six attended shows in Eastern's history. Sain said.
"It went off the charts as far as attendance is concerned," Sam said.
The re-release of the film version will
most likely prompt more stage productions
of the musical, Sain said.
"A new generation will see it and want
to do it." Sain said.
A drawback with the theater production
is that the movie offers more variety visually, Sain said. With on-stage production,
special effects like "Grease Lightning" with
the car are difficult to perform.
"Most colleges or high schools don't
have a way to bring a car on stage," Sain
said.
But, after 20 years, "GREASE" continues
to draw people to the theater.
"I want to see it in the theater bad," said
Sarah Wegn:yn, a freshman physiology and
sociology major.
"It gives it so much meaning to see
something you grew up with on the big
screen," Wegrzyn said.
Wegrrtn said she wanted to dress like
the characters, too.
"I wanted to dress like Sandra Dee:· said

Corby Steinbraker, ~iiijjf.ifjjjiij~;j;ji~~~S~f5~~~~~~~~
a freshman music 11
major.
Other people
aren't so excited
about the new
release.
"I don't think
they should have
redone it," said
Angela Smith a
transfer Elementary
education
major.
"I will probably
go
because
my see
sisterit wants
to ~=::::!====~==========~===~=..!
All "GREASE" photos courtesy of Universal Studios
see it, but I still like
Olivia Newton John and John Travolta hand jive in the gymnasium of Rydell
the old one:· Smith High in the movie version of "GREASE."
said.
Still some people just don't get the nos- on Broadway nearly 2,200 times, passing
"Oklahoma!" as the longest running protalgia in "GREASE."
"Can't you just rent it,'' said Shaun duction in Broadway history.
Both the Broadway and film versions of
Gustafson, a freshman speech communicathe musical have been tremendously popution major.
In 1978, "GREASE" became a hit on film, lar grossing $360 million worldwide and
and 20 years later Paramount executives selling more than 8 million soundtracks.
Students may go see this clas$ic at the
decided to re-release the film version.
Now, "GREASE" has been performed local Showplace 8.

inbracing a new, old playwright
having
Caisley
around to
help make
revisions.
Caisley
w
a
s
detained in
California
d o i n g

kelth schreider
Staff writer
ree Women Embracing," a
written by a 1990 Eastern
ate, opened last night in
of its first audience ever.
ree Women Embracing,"
by Robert Caisley, is the
d play in the University
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"f'ewri~

IR'l~h~t 1HJugREt!e\s~· ·
es," was performed last

rence Blanchette, who
ed both plays. said the
ces have been similar but
more nervous about this
production; it is truly a first
script.
year's play had been peronce in front of an audiln Georgia so there was an
tion of what worked and
didn't.
New Playwright "Series,
started last year with
Beast," offers students
opportunity to work on a
that hasn't been touched
playwright benefits
they are able to see their
performed. Revisions are
by both the cast and the
t in accordance to how
ience reacts to the play.
sions to last year's selec"Wha t Rough Beast
" were made during the
week of rehearsals, but
Women Embracing" does
to realize the luxury of

lor _.._., a 1

Robert Ca1sley

screenplay
he is cur-

rently involved with.
"He was actually planning on
coming in on the red eye for
Saturday night's show and staying
for the weekend," said j. Sain, a
faculty assistant in the theatre
arts department.
However, since he was
unavoidably detained, his parents
will be audience members
Saturday night in the absence of
their son.
The play itself focuses on
Sylvie O'Dea.
"Three Women Embracing"
tells the story of Sylvie, a photograph er whose preoccupation
with her art prompts a journey of
self-discovery and reexamination.
Through Sylvia the play examines three generations of an Irish
family whose women feel trapped
by the domesticity which haunts
them all.
She discovers an old photo
album revealing the stories of her
family and the hardships they
endured from Limerick, Ireland,
to Boston, Mass. Three genera-

Generation
Candy Foster & Shades of Blue

tions of economic hardstftp, lost
Caisley was
love and personal sacrifice weigh born
in
heavily on all the characters, Rother dam.
especially Sylvie, as she finally England in 1968.
must choose between loyalty to He has worked
self and loyalty to loved ones.
professionally as
According
to
Bryan an actor. a playGrossbauer, who plays Sylvie's wright and has
Father. working with a first draft taught courses in
script is a good opportunity for classical actinf
11
!everyone 1'nv91ved
J ·' '"'' th '"'¥E·Jte<. •.t>J~al\iati
I
r
~ 'j'' •u 111' ... ' "·.,'II I ~J'
"ts 1ke starting on tfle bot- literature and
tom floor," Grossbauer said. "It collaborative play
helps us to gain real world expe- development at
rience.''
Illinois Weslyan
Grossbauer. who also worked University. He
on last years playwright produc- has written 12
tion, said that working on these plays for the
projects has been helpful because stage. including
it creates flexibility which is very "Kites
Book:
important to an actor.
Tails of an 18th
This plot is not the first sam- C e n t u r y
piing Eastern has experienced of H i t m a n • "
Caisley's work. In 1989, when "Letters to an
Caisley was a senior, the Alien,'' "The 22University Theatre performed Day Adagio" and
"Once More Unto the Breach." "Bad Manners."
It's the heart-wrenching story of He
currently
two people and their respective lives in
Los
fights against cancer and how Angeles where
their lives become irrevocably he works in
entwined. Caisley dedicated the screenplay devel.
phot~ by Deanna Mcintyre
performance to William G. Stiles, opment, pre- and Juddy, played by Bnan Gr~ssbauer. tnes to convince his
.
wife and daughter that he 1s not drunk in "Three Women
whom the pl_ay was ba:ied .upon, post-production, Embracing" in the studio of the Dounda Fine Arts Building
andagoodfr1endofCa1sleys.
freelance story
S d
.
h s d.
f h
1 0
Caisley also has submitted editing, ADR and writing addi- Dun day '"F_t e Atu °C t e
·
· · t1ona
· Id'1aIogue for r1eature fil1ms.
ineSO r rts d enter.
oth er scripts
to t h e u n1vers1ty
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$
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Iron Mask an iron-clad loser
DiCaprio is the only
saving factor in this
tale of two brothers

f1J sean stangland
·

Staff writer

f "The Man in the Iron
Mask" (rated PG-13) succeeds anywhere, it does so
in showing off just how dynamic
an actor Leonardo DiCaprio
can be.
This new film from Randall
Wallace, who penned the
screenplay for Mel Gibson's fullb Iood ed epic "Braveheart,"
takes a tremendous group of
actors and places them in a
tedious, poorly scripted version
of Alexandre Dumas's classic
novel that continued the adventures
of
the
"Three
Musketeers."
The Musketeers themselves
are played by Jeremy Irons
{"Reversal of Fortune"), John
Malkovich ("In the Line of
Fire"), and French actor Gerard
Depardieu ("Germinal"), three
actors who bring Oscar nominations (and wins) to the table.
Unfortunately, each gets to
play a rather underwritten,
uninteresting character in a film
mostly about its costumes and
its sets.
The story concerns itself
with Louis XIV, a young, arrogant French king played marvelously by DiCaprio.
As Louis, DiCaprio gets the
right amount of royal snobbery
and contrasting sly charm that
comes with bei~ung King.
You 'hate him fnstantly, yet
you can see how he can lure so
many nubile vixens into his bed.
Whereas DiCaprio played a
dream man in "Titanic," here
he's absolutely detestable.
The King rules France with
an iron fist, so to speak, and the
Musketeers take it upon themse Ives to correct things by

I

replacing Louis with his twin
brother, Phillipe (a kinder, gentler DiCaprio), who has been
banished to the Bastille and
imprisoned under an iron mask
to hide his face (and consequently, his royal identity).
lrons's Aramis, a priest,
promises to Louis that he will
seek out and murder the Jesuit
leader of a revolt against the
King; of course, the problem is
that Aramis is, in fact, that man.
It takes a good half hour to
get to this point in the story.
Until then, we get an inkling of
a subplot where young
Christine Uudith Godreche)
catches the eye of the young
King and finds herself forced
into being his mistress.
Her france is summarily sent
off to war and killed on the
front lines, letting Louis take
advantage of her.
This subplot would be all fine
and good except that the movie
takes so much time in the
beginning to set it up then forgets about it for a good hour or
so.
Instead, we get some unnecessary toilet humor from
Porthos (Depardieu) and longing looks between the queen
(Anne Parillaud of "La Femme
Nikita"} and the captain of the
guard, D'Artagnan (Gabriel
Byrne of "The Usual Suspects"
giving the film's other good performance).
When Christine gets around
to hanging herself toward the
end of the movie, we don't care
because we don't know anything
about her.
There's· some routine' male
bonding scenes as Malkovich's
Athas molds Phillipe into an
acceptable facsimile of a King
that just does not work all that
well, including an almost laughable moment of emotion that
Malkovich plays horribly.
Add in a tired plot line where
D'Artagnan, also a former

Musketeer, finds himself torn
between his loyalty to his compatriots and his duty as captain
of the guard. It's all very boring.
When the action scenes finally come around, they unfold in
such a cliched, routine matter
that it all seems like a waste.
The final showdown with
Louis and his guards against the
Musketeers and Phillipe drips of
silliness, and only suffers from
the fact that they hide Phillipe
back under the Iron mask for
the finale to cut back on some
composite shots involving double DiCaprios.
The whole film seems like a
waste and could have been a lot
better.
First-time director Wallace
sets up some nice shots and
gives us a lot to look at, but the
movie itself slacks off dramatically and structurally.
We don't really care if
D'Artagnan hooks up with the
queen, if Phillipe gets to replace
Louis and be a better ruler of
France, or if the Musketeers
patch up their differences.
So, "The Man in the Iron
Mask" pretty much amounts to
a lot of fanfare for nothing. Nick
Glennie-Smith composed a
wonderful, swashbuckling score,
but there's no swashbuckling for
it to accompany.
DiCaprio does a great deal of
good acting in it, but he can't
compensate for the film's weaknesses.
If Byrne, Irons, Depardieu
and Malkovich couldn't make
this a good movie, then
DiCaprio cer.tainly co.uldn't salvage Ir.
But hey, at least the sets look
nice.

"The Man in the Iron Mask"
United Artists Pictures
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Quintet to kee
tradition stron
Group will perform
with student, like
a "fifth Beatie"

'1 mlchael handler
Slaff writer

Tunes will flow from Dvorak
Concert Hall Sunday when the
EIU Faculty Brass Quintet perform Its annual concert.
The free concert starts at
7:30 p.m. Sunday In the
Dounda fine Arts Center.
The EIU Faculty Brass
Quintet is made up of four
professors from Eastern's
music department. and a swdent, usually an upper class-

man.
A variety of songs will be
perfonned at the concert.
"A more serious, classical
first half .by Bach and Debus~."
said Parker Melvin, trumpet
professor. "·-and lighter more
entertaining [second half) with
selections from "West Side
Story" and more.''
The Quintet consists of
Melvin on trumpet. student
Brian Shaw also on trumpet,
Christopher Smith, music assistant professor. on hom; Allan
Horney. music professor, on
trombone; and Jeffrey Schultz.
music instructor, on tuba.
The title Faculty Brass
Quintet might be a little misleading because a student is
:alWays die 'ftfm 1nlflttbef'.
The Quintet's student member is more or less like the
infamous "Fifth Beade."
"The reason why we need a
student to play the second
trumpet is because we only
have one trumpet teacher.'' said
Melvin.
Shaw, an upperclassman who
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lg Lebowski's little details bowls over critic
'4'sean stangland
Staff writer
ou realize right off the bat that
"The Big Lebowski" (rated R for
vulgarity and nudity} should not
en seriously. Like many films by
and Ethan Coen, this contains a
deal of surrealism, high-concept
and weird characters. It's a hoot.
film begins with a raspy, southernd voice-over from Sam Elliott as
Stranger,' a nameless cowboy who
the yarn of how a regular, everyday
can amount to something more.
delivery comes over visions of tumd lumbering across beaches and
es and is accompanied by corny
music.
title refers to millionaire Jeffrey
wski (David Huddleston, best
bered as the grandfather on "The
r Years'1. whose young, porn star
has apparently been kidnapped. Her
(Ben Gazzara of "Road House")
a couple of thugs to get lebowski's
money.
e only problem is that the porno
s thugs browbeat the wrong Jeff
ki. Jeff Bridges stars as the other
ski, an unemployed. pot-smoking

loser whom everyone calls "The Dude."
His head is thrust into his toilet as his
rug is urinated upon and he explains that
they've got the wrong Jeff Lebowski. The
dumb assailants finally let him be.
The Dude, who spends most of his
time at the local bowling alley, gets
advice from his Vietnam vet buddy
Walter (a WAY over-the-top John
Goodman) to ask the "Big" Lebowski for
the money to buy a new rug. Sounds
good to The Dude, so he knocks on the
millionaire's door only to find himself the
drop-off man for the porn star's ransom.
That's basically all the plot you need to
know. Walter, an obnoxious radical, complicates things and sees this as a chance
to challenge "the system." It results in
The Dude being chased around by a
bunch of nihilist wackos led by Peter
Stormare (the quiet. pancake-loving killer
from " Fargo") and Jane's Addiction and
Red Hot Chili Peppers bassist Flea (his
first movie since "The Chase" with
Charlie Sheen).
Throw in the millionaire's eccentric
"vaginal artist" daughter, Maude, played
to the comedic hilt by Julianne Moore
("Boogie Nights") as The Dude's love
interest; a few tripped-out fantasy
sequences played out while The Dude

finds himself unconscious; moronic bowl- gee-sus, not hay-zoos). played by Coen
ing buddy Donny (Steve Buscemi, also of Brothers favorite John Turturro (the title
"Fargo"); and a severed toe and you get role in "Barton Fink"). Jesus lives for
the recipe for an outlandish, oddly funny bowling, and when Walter reschedules
farce.
the league championship to avoid bowling
"The Big Lebowski" recalls the Coen on the Saturday Shabbas, Jesus turns
Brothers's surreal work in "The irate.
Hudsucker Proxy" and "Barton Fink" as
It's the little details that make this
opposed to their more realistic films like Coen Brothers movies so grea;, tiny
"Fargo" and "Miller's Crossing." Like all things like character twitches and diaCoen Brothers films, "lebowski" places logue touches. Stuff like the fact that
ordinary, plain people and puts them in Walter's devotion to Judaism will even
fantastic situations.
prevent him from getting out of trouble
Like Tim Robbins's idealistic hula- with the kidnappers, or information like
hooper in "Hudsucker," The Dude just the fact that The Dude used to be a
falls into his situation by no fault of his roadie for Metallica ("Assholes," he says
own.
in describing them).
The movie's success lies almost com"The Big lebowski" cannot easily be
pletely on the shoulders of its characters. explained to anyone (as I'm sure you've
You get The Dude, whose laid back atti- discerned from reading this review), nor
tude provides a nice contrast to the is it easy to point out why it's so damn
events around him. Walter, the vocal funny. All I know is that I haven't laughed
Vietnam vet, never shuts up and gets all at just about every joke in a movie in a
the big laughs (especially when he abso- long time, and it makes it that much betlutely refuses to let Buscemi speak). ter that it comes from the brilliant minds
Maude Lebowski, while a largely unnec- of the Coens.
essary character, does give The Dude a
chance to release a lot of tension and has
"The Big Lsbowstd"
some interesting dialogue to spit out.
Gramercy Pictures
The varied personalities here are all
oddly fascinating, particularly Jesus (that's

****
omedian to bring laughs, 'reality' to Rathskeller
l'nikJ<i toothman
Staff writer
keeping with the spirit of Women's
Month, the University Board has
Marian Kelly to share her comedic
with the student body.
lly, who has opened for comedians
as Tim Allen and Jeff Foxworthy, will
rnOng...;it 9bp.~. 'tonight in the
ellar.
~fter going through the tapes, she
like the best person for the job,"
Matt Layette, the University Board
dy Chairman. "She's not someone
act at a conference, We just picked

her."
Kelly performs mainly at colleges, clubs
and corporate events, but has also made
appearances on "Evening at the lmprov"
and "Girls Night Out." Her most prized
appearance was on "The Tonight Show"
with Jay Leno.
"She performs all over the place, but
she is really proud of her spot on "The
Tonight Show," said manager Vicky Keszey
of East Coast Entertainment.
Kelly has performed her straight
stand-up comedy routines throughout the
U.S .. visiting approximately I 0 states in
the last month.
Although Kelly does tour the entire

country, she does a lot of her work in the
Midwest.
"Marian is originally from Missouri.
She's a close to home kind of person,"
said Keszey. "She grew up with nine
brothers.
Kelly feeds on her family for comedic
material, said Keszey.
"She bases a lot of her stuff on personal experiences and famil}r life~· .Keszey~
said.
Kelly has known since she was a child
that she wanted to do stand-up comedy.
but didn't get her big break until she was
30 years old.
Kelly considers herself a very "reality

based,"
clean comedian
and
states that
she gives
the "women's perspective
without the
worn o~t
cliches."
Admission
is $1 with a
student ID Marian Kelly will perform
and $3 for tonight as part ot the Women's
Month Activities
the public.
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WE HAVE MADE IT!!! ROCK ON!!!
Ground Breaking Ceremony for the Newman Catholic
Center Sunday, March 29 at 12 Noon on the property.
Come join us as we move from a field of dreams to

Even~ in~~jJ~~11S.m!!2m!.i!!!~!
Colerr
Ground Breaking at NQ_on - r
Luncheon at 12 :30 pm - Wesley United ~.

00 am mass in
his weekend)
nan Property
.1odist Church
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lassifiec advertising

./lttie Verge of the Week

Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

Roommates

SUMMER JOBS! NOW HIRING!
Earn $280-$750 per week this
summer in Chicagoland suburbs.
Team Manager, Team Painter
and Internship openings available
in your hometown. Work out<loors, 40 hours per week, close
to home. E-mail us an application
by visiting our web site at
www.collegecraft.com or call for
an interview at 1-800-331-4441.
College Craft Housepainters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _411
NOW HIRING VERANDA WAIT
STAFF & OTHER VARIOUS
POSITIONS at Starved Rock
Lodga. Summer Internships also
available. Call or mail to: Starved
Rock Lodge P.O. Box 570 Utica,
IL 61373 (815) 667-4211 ext.
3681354.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3130
SPRING & SUMMER HELP
NEEDED! If you have spare time
during the daytime hours of 8
a.m. - 6 p.m. and would like to
earn some $$. Stop by Four
Seasons Garden Center & fill out
an application. You must be able
to work weekends and be here
for the summer.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/31

CLOSE TO OLD MAIN. 1 and 2
BDRM furnished apts. Free water
trash pickup and ifarking. 345-

FALL 4 BEDROOM, 2 bath
house, $170 per person Summer
1 bedropm apartment. 348-5032.

ROOMS FOR RENT-Women
only. Inter. Summer sessions.
Large house fully furn. 1 blk from
Union. Central A/C. $220 mo.
Util. Inc. House 345-5692 or Pat
Novak (630)789-3n2.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/6

ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR
FALL 98 AND SPRING 99 at 401
Hamson. Call Dawn 581-5607 or
Tricia 581-5479.

HELP WANTED: Need people
with experience in Pagemaker
and/or Ouarl<. Flexible hours. Call
345-9194.

6000.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _514

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4ffl

TWO 2 BEDROOM UNITS STILL
AVAILABLE. Fully furnished. Midcampus location. Call 348-0157.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3130

CLOSE TO BUZZARD BLDG. 2
BDRM furnished, Free parking
laundry room. central air. 345- _
SUMMER ONLY. 2 and 3 bed6000.
__________
room units. Mid-campus location.
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 98. TWO
Fully furnished. Call 348·0157.
BEDROOM FURNISHED APTS.
---~-----3/30
BEST VALUE FURNISHED. 2
FREE PARKING. POOL. GREAT
bedroom includes water, trash. 10
LOCATION. 345-6000.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....;514
month. close to campus. $250
POTEETE
PROPERTY
each.
Call_348-0288.
___
_ _ _ _ _ _3130
RENTALS. Four and five bedroom houses and two and three
FURNISHED BASEMENT 2
bedroom apartment available.
blocks from campus. $190 for 3
Nice, clean, and updated. Call
people. Low utilities. Call 348now for best selection for 19988679 Ask for Jim.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3130
99 school year. 345-5088.
FOR
GIRLS TO RENT Nice clean
---------~514
MC ARTHUR/MANOR APARThouse for 98-99 school year. 112
MENTS. Now leasing for Fall 98.
block from Old Main on Seventh
Street. 348-8406.
2 Bedroom furnished apt, 345_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/4
2231.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/4
VERY NICE 5 BEDROOM housVERY NICE 1 BDRM, furnished,
es available for 98-99 school
close to campus bungalow for 2
year, clean and updated. Call
now to see 345-5088. 9 a.m. - 5
people. $235fpp. 12 month lease,
no pets. Call 345-3148
p.m.
5~

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3127

BECOME A NANNY NOW! San
Francisco: 1 infant, $300 weekly
Atlanta: 2 children, $250 weekly
Boston: 1 child, $275 weekly Find
out why CHILDCREST Is the
BESTI CALL NOW 1-800-9376264.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/3

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _514

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _514

3 & 4 BEDROOM HOUSES &
apartments close to campus. Call
345-6621
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....;S/4

RENTALS FOR AUG . Large 1
bedroom $285/mo. Large 2 bedroom $385/mo. Small 2 bedroom
$350/mo utilities included. 5 bedroom 2 bath house, great cond1·
lion. near campus $800/mo. Call
345-4487. Leave message.

ONE BEDROOM UNFURNISHED. All utllities paid except
phone and cable. NO PETS and
NO PARTIES. 345-6759
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 514
ALL UTILITIES PAID 2 or 3 BR
apartments. For 2-3 girls. Near
Campus. Call 345-3100 between
4-9 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____c3130
LARGE 2 BR APT., fully furnished, trash pickup, for 2 people,
call 349-8824.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/6

NEED EXPERIENCED LAWN
MAINTENANCE person 2 days
per week throughout the summer.
348-7746.

---------~514

DELUXE 2 BEDROOM APT FOR
QUIET OLDER STUDENTS.
Close to campus. No pets, smoking, or parties. Rent $200 each.
348-0979.

Services Offered
SUMMER MINI-STORAGE as
low as $30lmo. West Route 16
348-7746.

__________4n

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....;514

FALL RENT, 3 BR HOUSE 2 BLK
FROM CAMPUS A/C, W-D. backyard. Call 348-8286.
_._.......__ _ _ _ _ _ _.3130

~llc-Y .;

NOW RENTWG FOF.I FALti 1 &;2
BEDROOM APARTMENTS. Call
348-1826.
•

$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No experience
required: Free information packet.
Call 410-347-1475.

__________4n

VERY LARGE, ONE BEDROOM
APT. available sublease for summer and/or rent fall 98 to responsible person. Part furnished 10
min. walk to campus. Call 3455378.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3130

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _514

WIN A BIG SCREEN RV OR
MAID
SERVICE
FOR
A
SEMESTER while raising money
for your student organization.
Earn
up
to
$5
per
VlsafMasterCard application. The
1st 50 groups to complete the
tundraiser receive FREE MOVIE
PASSES! Call for details. 1-800932-0528 x 75.

7 BEDROOM FURNISHED
HOUSE for 7 girls. 1 blk from
campus. Washer & dryer, parking,
trash .
9
month
lease,
$180/month. 348-0710 after 4
p.m.
____________413
FOR LEASE FOR FALL OF '982, 3, and 6 bedroom houses. 3463583.

---------~4n

3-4 BEDROOM HOUSE for 4.
Washer/dryer. Good. quiet location. NO PARTIES. 345-4489,
C21 Wood, Jim Wood, broker.

__________

' •413

SHARP. FRESH older duplex for
2. Right next to campus. QUIET.
345-4489. C21 Wood, Jim Wood,
broker.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/3
SPACIOUS APARTMENT FOR
SUMMER AND FALL. $275,
includes heat, water, trash. Dave
345-2171, 9 a.m.-11 a.m
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.514
FOUR GIRLS TO RENT NICE
clean house for 98-99 school
year. 1426 7th, 348-8406.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3127

2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENT FOR NEXT YEAR.
NO pets. 345-7286.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/6

JUNE 1ST OR AUGUST 1ST. 2
bedroom 1 1/2 bath furnished apt.
for 2-4 people. 12 month lease.
1017 Woodlawn 348-n46.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/4
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TWO BEDROOM HOUSE for 2.
Close to EIU. Call for appt. to see
the •ugly duckling.• 345-4489,
CfU. ,WQOQ. Jim .W..o~rokar. o "'

APARTMENTS 2 or 3 BR near
campus. Some with utilities paid.
Call CAMPUS RENTALS 3453100 between 4-9 p.m.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _416

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3130

-----.,.-,--------3127

O Yes O No

Dates to run - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Ad to read:

13 Circulation, in a
way
15 Dealer's deal

5 BEDROOM APT 1/2 block from
campus. Living room, family
room. 2 baths. Water, trash paid.
$200 ea. 345-6967.

For Sale

---------~5/4

'92 YAMAHA FZR 600 good condition, new brakes, helmet &
cover included $1700, call 581-

SUMMER MINI STORAGE as
low as $30/mo. West Route 16
34S-n46.

6866.

Sublessors
SUBLESSOR
NEEDED
lnterlSummer 98 Very Close to
campus. Fully furnished, inc.
Dishwasher, $2501month, very
nice Call 348-5295, leave message.

3127

------------'3127
'96 GARY FISHER: Paragon,
Shox, XI, Lx, Deraillers. $800,
o.b.o. 348-6136.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,3131
1995 HONDA SHADOW 600XLX,
5000 miles, excellent condition.
Black and Chrome. 348-0064.

----------~1

VW BEETLE '73. Good con
runs great, driven daily.
O.B.O. 345-9497.

-

HAVE A DATE FOR FRID
NIGHT? Bring one to UB
FOR FREE!
FRIDAY NIGHT COMEDY. 9
Rathskellar. You get in for a
your friend gets in free!
BRING A FRIEND TONIG
One of yas will get in free! 9
Rathskellar.
BRING A FRIEND FOR
Come see Comedian Ma
Kelly Friday night @ 9 p.m.I

-1_O__
R_2_S_U__B_LE
__S_S_O__R_S-:N"""'E=EDED
for SU 98. 1 BO furnished apt.
PARKPLACE APTS. Call 3486318.

~=-=-=--------=-==-~3127

TWO FRIENDS NEEDED to sublease in Royal Heights Apts.
Spacious three bedroom, two
bathrooms, underground parking,
dishwasher, laundry and morel
Call 345-6445 after 5 p.m.
3/31
S--UB_L_E_S_S_O_R_S_N_E_E_D~E~D-FOR

THREE BEDROOM furnished
apartment. For Intersession and
summer. Park Place apartments.
Call 348-6527.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _411
SUBLESSORS NEEDED ~r
summer 98 2-3 bedroom house
with washer and dryer. Call 3486230.
-3127
2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED. 2
bedroom. fully furnished, central
air, washer/dryer included! 1
block from campus. $225 month.
Call 348-1984.

------------'3131

2 FEMALE SUBLESSORS
NEEDED FOR SUMMER. New
house close to campus. Rent
Negotiable Call Erin 348-6248.
.. ... l>\l\IW'I • ....i

_,..., •

4'1

2 SOBLESSORS NEEDED FOR
SUMMER '98. Clean 2 bdrm furnished apt. Water & trash included. 348-0132.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3127

SUBLESSORS NEEDED FOR
SU 98. 3 bedroom apt in Park
Place Apts. Rent negotiable. 3486133.
__________412
1 OR 2 SUBLESSORS FOR
SUMMER. 2 bedroom. fully furnished, with air conditioning,
across from Lantz. 345-7286 Apt

#2.

----------~3

2 SUMMER SUBLESSORS
NEEDED for furnished apt. close
to campus. Call 348-6652.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____c3f30

28Enticed
She had a
reputation for
being fast

11 Ripple

31 Scares off
32 It's less filling

17 Boneless cuts

34 They take turns

11Japanese
novelist Kobo

37 Relative of
baggataway

ZETA PHI BETA SIGMA Blue and White Prom 1998 "Drifting 1111
Memory" April 10 from 7 p.m. to 12 a.m. at the Worthington Inn.
your high school prom with your friends at Eastern. Food,
entertainment, and all the extras a prom offersll Tickets avallable
any Zeta or Sigma.
COFFEETALK today at 7 p.m. in Triad Dining Service. Tonight we
be featuring Mark Maegin, Candygram, and Kelli Staley. This
free if you use your meal card.
KAPPA DELTA Pl Reading is Fundamental Prqgram April 23
p.m. at Lincoln School. Contact Tanya at 348-5925 or Dr. Linda
at 581-7883 by April 8 if you are interested.
SIGMA GAMMA RHO Wet and Wild Free Swim today from 6-10
in Lantz Swimming Pool. Come and get wet with the Sisters of
the Lovely Ladies of Sigma Gamma Rho.
HEALTH SERVICES Aerobics on the hour Wednesday, April 15
1-7 p.m. Come learn about your health from one of the many
sionals at the 1st Annual EIU Health Fair In the Student Rec
Center.
HEALTH SERVICES Get a personalized exercise prescription
15. from 1-7 p.m. at the EIU Health Fair.
HEALTH SERVICES Come en1oy free pizza (1-3) at the EIU
Fair April 15, from 1-7 p.m in the Student Recreation Center.
HEALTH SERVICES Come hear health care professionals from
Bush Lincoln Health Center speak on topics such as physical
occupational therapy, body composition, and STD's. Checil
enclosed gym in the Student Recreation Center for times of the
speaker.
THE WRITING CENTER Workshops for student taking wnttng
~~% tqg@Y frp'!J .~~..R-!P.:1.J.rl J&lemeo 1~U JH IL. ~IJ4ftHil
d8tails ..,
• "
• .. • r
.,....,q •11'1u:>:)
EIU THEATER One Night Only March 31, 1998 at 8 p.m at
Studio-Doudna Fine Arts center in honor of Women's History
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Ground breaking ceremony
March 29 at noon on Newman Property across from Andrews.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Weekend masses March 29th
a.m. at the Newman property and 9 p.m. at Coleman Auditorium.
UNITY GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP CHOIR Choir rehearsal today
p.m. at Fine Arts Room 013.
DELTA SIGMA Pl Exec board meeting March 29th at 9:30 p.
Diana's house.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY
any non-profit, campus oroanizat!onal event All Clips should be s
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY 8
DATE OF EVENT Example: an event scheduled for Thursday s
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER D
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Cl
Illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips
edited for available space.
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a Wall St. whizzes

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
to live at Park Place for '98-'99.
Call Maria 581-5301.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3131

--------~·3f30

27 - - dela
Societe

a

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3130

For Sale
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w -movie theater trend pops up more than corn
Associated Press

an account for almost 50 percent
eater's profits and about 90 perof a moviegoer's heartburn: Movie
e concessions are often an indie combination of popcorn, soda
· inettes.
new crop of theater snacks is
in on good taste, and concession
will soon offer gourmet coffees,
ed pretzels, made-to-order pizhigh-end chocolates.
ral Cinema. one of the nation's
theater chains, next week will
a new I 8-screen facility in
wn, Ill., serving light entrees,
ne and wine. The new Pacific
s multiplex in the Los Angeles
of Chatsworth sells Pink's hot
considered a delicacy by many L.A.
movie house makes 45 to 55 perol its income from concession stand
While upscale snacks have been

offered for years in some cinemas in
major cities, the rest of the nation's theaters are only slowly beginning to follow
suit.
"Moviegoers are looking for quality
products at a good price," says Joe
Arancio of Denver's Pretzelmaker.
"Popcorn and candy _ that's the end of it.
There are no fresh items."
Arancio's gourmet pretzels cost theater owners about 12 cents and sell for
$2.25.
At this month's National Association of
Theater Owners convention here, the
best-known concessions claimed the
most square footage on the exhibition
floor. But tucked between Pepsi-Cola,
Morrison Farms Popcorn, Nestle and
American licorice were several smaller
food companies serving up new concepts
in movie theater munchies.
One of the more popular stops on
the convention floor was Wetzel's
Pretzels, a Pasadena, Calif., outfit that has

started selling its all-natural, hand-rolled
pretzels in five cinemas.
The company was attending the theater
owners' convention for the first time
showing off such flavors as "Almond
Crunch," "Sinful Cinnamon" and "Three
Cheese."
"It's part of the whole health food
trend," says Rick Wetzel, whose pretzels
are baked and then shipped frozen. "It's
low-fat. So if someone is looking for
something low-fat, they're not going to
buy popcorn or candy. They might buy a
diet soda - and that's it."
Wetzel said I 4 different chains expressed interest in his snack at the convention.
Since coffee orders have become as
complicated as the tax code; what exactly
is a grande decaf low foam latte with an
extra shot?
Acorto has designed an espresso
machine anyone can operate.
Acorto's 2000i machine, which makes

30 different espresso-based beverages,
ev~n has little pictures of what each coffee drink looks like. The concession clerk
simply pushes the right button and within
30 seconds out comes a cappuccino.
For each order, the machine grinds its
Seattle's Best Coffee beans. steams and
froths the milk, dumps the grounds and
cleans itself if left idle for half a minute.
"More and more people are becoming
espresso conscious so the demand is
there," says Rita Roettele, a sales manager for Acorto, of Bellevue, Wash.
"Theater owners see so many people
walking in the doors with Starbucks cups
and they want a little bit of that business."
The Acorto line has been creeping
into theaters over the past three years.
"It was a slow start, but now it's picking up pace," Roettele says. The profit
margins, while not as good as popcorn
and soda, are still favorable. One espresso costs about 32 cents to produce and
sells for a suggested $3.

classified advertisin
ncements

Announcements

WANT TO HELP RAISE MONEY
FOR THE CYSTIC F IBROSIS
ORGANIZATION? Call Holly at
581-7015.
'J/27
MOM'S IS THE PLACE FOR
FUNCTIONS. Free Snacks, Juice
Bar, Free Ride on Mom's Bus.
Dave for details 345-2171 9 a.m.11 a.m.
514
FREE CASH GRANTS! College.
Scholarships. Business. Medical
Biiis. Never repay. Toll Free 1800-219-9000 Ext. G-2262.
'J/27
• SEIZED CARS FROM $175.
Porches, Cadillacs, Chevy's,
514
BMW's, Corvette's. Also Jeeps,
A MESSAGE FROM A
4WO's. Your area. Toll FRee 1·
IONAL? Come and get
800-218-9000 Ext. A-2262 for
five minute massage at
current listings.
fair on Wed. April
'J/27
1·7 p.m. ln the Student
NCAA STARTS SATURDAY.
Center.
Comedy starts tonight. 9 p.m.
4114
Ralhskenar. Be Therell
'J/27

Personals

Personals

Personals

Personals

ALPHA PHI- Get excited for
Greek Sing. Let's make Sara
proudl Remember to smllel
'J/27
JULIE DELOS REYES, BETH
PAWLICKI, ANO ANGELA GBUREK OF ALPHA PHI: You gals
are doing an awesome job with
Greek! Keep It upl Love, Your
Sisters.
'J/27
KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK
KAPPA DELTA Greek Slngl
Remember Smilel
'J/27
GOOD LUCK EVERYONE during
Greek Week! Love, Kappa Delta.
'J/27
JENNIFER DAULBY OF SIGMA
KAPPA: Good luclc with your consultan! Interview tomorrow. You'll
do great. Love, Your Sisters.
'J/27

THE LADIES OF ALPHA SIGMA
ALPHA would like to wish all
Greeks the Best of Luck during
Greek Week '98. Let the games
beginI

ALPHA PHI· You guys are going
to do awesome on Sundayl
Thanks for your work and support! Be sharpl Watch mel Smllel
Love, Sara.
'J/27
JEN DAULBY- Good luck this
weekend in Indiana. II yoor lucky
yoo may gel the east coast! Love,
The Panama Girts.

HEY SIG NU'S: Good luck with
Greek Weeki Love, Jamie.
'J/27

3l'J()

GOOD LUCK A·PHI Greek Sing!
Chug-A-Chug-A-Choo-Choo!
Love, Sara.
'J/27
BETH HALL OF ALPHA PHIWho's Dinah again? Sing pretty!
Love, Sara B. and Sara L.
'J/27
PINK PANTHERS· Congrats lo
the new PPs and welcome ba<*
old PPsl Gel excited for next
year! lt11 be a blast! Love, Sara.
'J/27
THE LADIES OF SIGMA SIGMA
SIGMA would llke to wish all
sororities and fraternities good
luclc during Greek Weeki

'J/27
CONGRATULATIONS TO HOLLY
TREMBCZVNSKI OF TRI-SIGMA
on receiving Who's Who Among
College Campuses. Your sisters
are so proud of you.

r---,
I
I
THIS

SPACE

I
I

'J/27
TRI-SIGMAS: Get ready to kick
off Greek week with an awesome
Greek Sing pelformancel
'J/27
TAU TUGGERS TUG TUFFI
'J/27

I
I

L--.J

'J/27

Doonesbury

FOR
RENT

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

official o •'ces

Olllcial Notices are paid for by the Office of University Publications.
CMstions concerning Notlces should be directed to the originator.
.. DEADLINES. The final deadline for dropping a class or

ng from the University ii Friday, April 3; the student will
a 'WP" or a -WF" at the discretion of the inslNctor of the dass.
for changing a course from Credit/No Credit is also April
re to call In on the Touch-Tone Registration System at least 15
before closing lime. These deadlines are CHANGES from
published in the catalog and in the SP98 class schedule.
0. Taylor, Registrar
ATION FOR GRADUATION. Any student who has applied
for a future semester or summer term and then finds that
be graduating al a different lime MUST reapply tor graduals no additional charge for reapplying . Reapplications must
plished no later than the published deadline of the new
er or summer term when he/she plans lo graduate. For
Term 1998, the deadline is Monday, June 15, 1998. Forms
le in the appropriate dean's office.
O. Taylor. Registrar

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

con-

ROORWm4m

;JION REQUIREMENT DEADLINE. For a student lo be

BY MIKE PETERS

~WO~
NOBOD~cAA
SN~lN...I

COV&R6t> 1146
C.\\l~ROOM

e Spnng Semester 1998 graduate. AU graduation requirebe met by 4.30 p.m. on May 31, 1998. This means any
of incomplete, changes of grades. or official transcripts of
work from other institutions MUST reach the Records Office
date. II all requirements are not met, the student should reapgrsduatlon for Summer Term 1998 no later than Monday, June
, in the appropriate dean's olf1ce.
0. Taylor, Registrar
DEADLINE EXTENDED. ATTENTION HONORS PROITUDENTS The deadline for applications for the Merida
~ has been extended to Apnl 3. 1998. Please contact the
Programs Office at 581-2017 for details .
Lasky. Director Honors Program •
ILE I MLE SCHOLARSHIPS. Fifteen scholarships are to be
to Early Childhood, Elementary, and Middle Level Education
this spring. Most of the scholarships will provide money to be
In the fall of 1998. The amounts range from $150 to $1500.
flll scholarships are designated to be awarded to residents of
areas: Coles of Douglas County, Casey or Cumberland
School district. Crawford Count, and a graduate of Charleston
. The criteria for each of the scholarships are listed on the
application forms. Interested students may obtain forms 1n
the brown bookcase in the Elementary Education Office,
, Buzzard Hall. Completed forms should be returned to the
tray in the same bookcase In room 220 by April 3, 1998.
Helwig, Chair Department of EC I ELE I MLE
RY EDUCATION SCHOLARSHIPS. The Department of
Education and Foundations 1s now accepting applications
ICholarships. The Thomas A. Drury Scholarship~~ i.

to graduate students pursuing a career in education. The Secondary
Education Telefund Scholarship Is available to undergraduate students
seeking teacher certification with a GPA of 3.0 or higher and graduate
students seeking teacher certification with a GPA of 3.5 or higher.
Errel and Mazie Warner Presidential Award is available to graduate or
undergraduate students pursuing a career in Secondary Education with
a GPA of 3.0 or higher. All recipients must be Eastern students at the
IJme that awards are issued. II you qualify, please see Sherry Unkraut,
Buzzard Hall 2147, to request an application. Deadline for applications
is April 3 , 1998.
Dr Mahmood Butt, Chair Secondary Education and Foundations
DAVID DEBOLT TEACHER SHORTAGE SCHOLARSHIP.
Applications for the 1998·99 David A. DeBolt Teacher Shortage
Scholarship have been received and may be picked up In the Lower EWing, Student Services. To be eligible you must meet the following: a
U.S. Citizen or eligible non-citizen; a legal resident of the Stale of
Illinois; enrolled on at least a hall-time basis as an undergraduate at
the sophomore level or above in a "Teacher Education Program•. or as
a graduate seeking initial teacher certification; meet the Satisfactory
Academic Progress Pol'icy of the school at which you are enrolled; are

not 1n default: have not been awarded a Paul Douglas Teacher
Scholarship, a Minority Teacher of Illinois Scholarship, or an Illinois
Special Education Teacher Scholarship, for the same academic period
for which you are applying The Free Application for Federal Student
Aid must be completed. Deadline for application 1s May 1, 1998.
Beverly Miller, Financial Aid Advisor
MINORITY TEACHER SHORTAGE SCHOLARSHIP. Minority Teacher
of Illinois Applications for 1998199 have been received. To be eligible
for the scholarship, you must be a U.S. citizen or erig1ble non-citizen: a
legal resident of the stale of Illinois; a minonty student enrolled on a
lull time basis at the sophomore level or above: have a GPA of al least
2.5; enrolled as an undergraduate in a "Teacher Education Program·:
meet the Satisfactory Academic Progress Policy of the school at which
not in default; have not been awarded a Paul
you are enrolled;
Douglas Teacher Scholarship.Illinois Special Education Teacher
Scholarship, or DaVia A . Debolt Teacher Shortage Scholarship for the
same year in which you are applying; or have not received a baccalaureate degree. Applications may be picked up in the Financial Aid
Offtee, Lower East Wing, Student Sarvices Building. Scholarship appli·
cations must be received by ISAC no later than May 1, 1998.
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T.ravolta gives true to life performanc
"

Verge ffi

friday.3.27.1998

Film shows true
colors of presidency
'1 lauren kraft

'Associate editor

et's get it out of the way ... "Primary
Colors" character Jack Stanton is
similar to Bill Clinton. He has the
voice. He has the body. He even has the
same charming ways with women.
But forget all that.
Although the plot is extremely similar,
as most say, in both characterization and
plot to the 1992 Clinton presidential campaign, it would be more enjoyable to
ignore this and become enraptured with
the Stantons and their crew.
With all the hype surrounding "Primary
Colors" it seems the only reason to fork
over the $7 is to become further
entrapped in the recent White House controversies. Moviegoers will not be surprised to see the donut eating, people
schmoozing, woman loving man John
Travolta plays is close to the real thing.
Travolta plays a well-rounded (literally)
Bill Clinton-esque character, but the
moviegoer need not see him as Clinton.
"Primary Colors" stands by itself as an

L

excellent love story between politics and
its participants. It contains all the essential
movie elements, helping jt become more
than just a film detailing the Clinton campaign. There are a few slow parts, but
overall the movie shines.
It is the story of a young black campaign
manager and his struggling relationship
with the Stantons. Adrian Lester (an Eglish
actor) plays Henry Burton, a character
whose support waxes and wanes for the
Stantons.
Burton, whose family history in politics
gain him esteem and abhorrence, is almost
in love or at least admiration with the
Stantons.
His cohorts, one, a love interest and
another a self proclaimed redneck, mention time after time that they are "professionals," and will be able to survive if the
Stantons fail in the race toward the presidency. Burton, though, falls for the
Southern charm of Jack and his wife,
Susan, played by English actress Emma
Thompson.
He and Libby Holden (Kathy Bates). lesbian and Stanton-loyalist, both are enraptured with the Stantons and their love for
the people. Both want to believe in what
they call "the real thing," that the Stantons
are sincere in their promises.

photo courtesy Universal S
John Travolta arrd Emma Thompson star together as presidential candidate Jack Stanton and his
Susan. in "Primary Colors," a film depicting the couple in the 1992 presidential race

This becomes the center of the movie.
Time after time Jack fails Burton's idealistic
view of the Stantons with his alleged extramarital affairs, but time after time he
redeems himself with the quick witted
humor and warm-hearted promises.
Burton and Holden must in the end ask
the Stantons, because of "dirt" they have
uncovered about fellow front runner Fred

Picker, if they will stand by the prin
and ideals they started out with in col
The Stantons, not surprisingly, say that
end will justify the means.

Spacehog shows a quirky side
"jaime hodge
•

Once again, this quartet has managed to
tip their hats to classic rock and twirl in
some of their original wacky ways with
music at the same time.
The new Spacehog CD, "The Chinese
Album," is undoubtedly the finest effort
from
~h!fi 6N}Jf are w1~t)'.7 fun.
I
d the grouo.
-,. ~
"JU; •111
&i
ill .!l
an give the listener a heartfelt appreciation
for the older rock. The band incorporates
some of their own electronically distorted
voices and surprisingly well-rounded vocals
that are unheard of In most music in this
day and age.
Each of the songs provides a romping
good time or paints a sweet picture of past
memories that everyone has experienced,
including rebellion. longing and goofiness
reminiscent of lighter times in earlier stages
of life.
Two of the songs that illustrate perfectly
the cultured rebellion of youth are "Captain
Freeman" and "Second Avenue.·
The first opens with a surprising burst of
1 ''ye~hs"atJi~d and a pounding of
drumw1ii~ ~ds~t~ t~ siqgeJs prpcla11~:tl·oD 1'f.:B:n~~~I tr'(ahhete is ''No need to
run in the city of dreams." The song has a
goofy chorus that has a unique sound anyone will love. and ends on a very classic
rock sound reminiscent of the greats.
The other song, "Second Avenue," starts
out with a high opera singer-like performance and a dreamy guitar sound that dates
back to the 50s or 60s. The lyrics mock
money and how high monies often have a
lack of love. It combines great guitar sounds
that are softer and slower, and the chorus is
incredibly funny, yet simple. "Second

I

I

'i>-¥t ~<¥TI~ ·1~~'l~,~r

1

more notao e include
"Mungo City," which
is the first track to
be released on radio.
The song utilizes a
gritty sound and
ends with a compilation of electronically
distorted voice, longwi n ded howls from
the singer, and zaps
that sound like
they're coming from
Marvin the Martian's
space gun.
Other
greats
include "Goodbye ...__ _ _ _ _...,....,....._ _ _...:......_1..,;,1.
Violet Race:' "Artonymgur;;· 'SkytafK • and be my sweet thing and I'll wors'titp at your
'Beautif!JI Girl." In one particular bout of feet/The most beautiful girl in the world.''
The entire CD is well written and a great
indulgence, "Skylark" bears soft, almost
feminine voices in the background that piece of music to listen to. "The Chinese
make one wonder how many times the Album" earns four stars for its brilliantly
band had to record the part, since they amusing entwining of classical rock with
probably cracked up laughing while doing electronic distortions, quirky beats and offso.
the-wall sense of humor.
"Beautiful Girl" is simply a beautiful song.
"The Chinese Album''
It is the most wistful of all twelve tracks,
Spacehog
but combines a softly singing guitar with
Sire
Records
sweet crooning vocals. The lyrics seem to
touch the center of a relationship: "I won't
make promises I know I cannot keep/You'll

****

Breadsticks only $1.59
w/ any pizza order

Large
1 Topping
PiZZa

$499

.......

Cheesesticks

sm

med

***
McDonald'
change$
burger
preparatio

Avenue" brings back
the simplicity of classic rock in a quirky
and fun form.
The whole album
bursts with fabulous
songs that enchant
the ears and keep
the foot a-tappin',

Staff 1vnler

WOO<.

20 tDch
1 Topping

Pizza

$9~

CHICAGO (AP) - After
gimmicky flops. McDonald's
decided
its biPPest probl~t is
UH:J c. :JU l dP.'°.J. ,h Hl
some C!-js~9~r~1u~~ 911~
warmed-over burgers.
The hamburger chain p
install new computerized and
tially robotic kitchens in all its
outlets by the end of next
that can deliver fresher.
order Big Macs. Qua
Pounders and new items
would slow down the
kitchens too much. Heat
won't be needed.
Some
franch ises
McDonald's burgers earlier 1
day. then reheat them. And
~,.ute oftcsor skipp
~ lld,~\u;J
mean
.
5 n s.
With the new " Made for
system. Oak Brook, 111.-b
McDonald's said Thursd
hopes to put the " fast"
fast-food as it works to lure
customers in and snare old
comers away from the c
tion.
Mclean Deluxe, Arch
last year's Campaign 55,
pizza haven't been the
whelming attraction to
new customers and drive
higher.
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wman Center breaks ground on new chapel
an Catholic Center repreti ves Sunday will break
for the building of its $2.7
chapel and student lounge.
ground breaking ceremony
held at noon following an
m. outdoor service on the
acres of property at 55
elt Drive, which the 58·old Newman Center bas
for three years, said Torn
director of development
ote speakers for the event
Eastern President David
and Bishop Daniel Ryan.
e will hear some remarks
our diocese and from
nt Joms on the importance

of the Newman (Center)," Welle
said.
Welle said the 20-minute ceremony will be officiated by
Newman Center Chaplain Rev.
Robert Meyer and Ryan.
The students participating in
the ceremony will each turn over a
spade of ground and pass the
shovel to the next student.
Students will outline the perimeter
of the building, Welle said.
An airplane has been hired to
fly overhead and take pictures of
the ceremony, Welle said.
The Newman Center received
two bids for the project and has
not yet decided which builder they
wil 1 be us ing because the bids
were close. Welle said.
"Instead of being a concept it's

'

Instead of being a concept, it's an actual building and
that's pretty exciting."
-Tom Welle,
director of development
'

an actual building and that's pretty
exciting," Welle said.
The campaign was started two
years ago. Welle said $2,150,000
have been pledged for the project,
which will be completed in two
phases. The first phase is the
upper level of the building. which
includes the chapel and student
lounge. Welle said the lower level
will be left unfinished LO allow for
expansion of the center. The
chapel has been named the St
Philip Neari Chapel.
Welle estimated that people

will be able to use the new building around April of l 999.
Other dignitaries at the ceremony will include Gene Maley, president of the Diocesan Knights of
Columbus; Lou Hencken, vice
president for student affairs; Roy
Lanham, Newman Center director; Catherin Smith, honorary
chair: and Agnes Voris. 1939
alumna.
A luncheon will be held following the ceremony at the Wesley
United Methodist Church on campus.
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QUIET, CLEAN!
2 Bedrooms
2Persons

CIPS avg. $60 month
Appointments 345-4489
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ooh Station does not New rule require drug
ind the Peas and Q's testing for politicians
N STANGLANO

vin and y,;ette Paddock's
Station. formerly located
7 Monroe St., has been
ated and paired with Peas
Q's, a new score selling
en's clothing and toys
ccordmg
to
Yvette
ock. the store's move has
in the works since January.
the Paddocks own their
store. whereas they simply
out the old Pooh Station
a landlord.
evoted to memorabilia,
ing and toys bearing the
of the classic Winnie the
from A. A. Milne's chil's books, Pooh Station now
its space on Sixth Street
the Paddocks' new store.
"I wanted to think of somethat would appeal to kids,"
said about the name of the
store, Peas and Q's. The
bears no real significance,

said.
With two stores in one, the
ks now offer much more

than Pooh items. Yvette said.
Peas and Q's sells items such as
the American Girl collection.
doll clothes. children's books,
Beanie Babies and educational
toys.
Many items offered at Peas
and Q's cannot easily be found
at department or discount stores
that have a children's department.
Peas and Q's sells "unique
items and collectible gifts,"
Yvette said.
With two stores now under
one roof, the layout has been
comp letely changed, Yvette
said. Now classic P ooh collectibles on ly make up half of
the store, she added.
Yvette said she and her husband hope that the new location
will bring in more business.
As for the old Pooh Station, it
will remain open with a 40-percent-off sale running for the rest
of the week, Yvette said.
At the end of the week, Pooh
Station wilJ close and will eventually become the home of a
new tenant, she said.

el'am'ant

WEAL

Available
March 30 at
4th Street
Records and
Mister Music!

Single Release
party April 1st at
the Back in Time
Lounge in Mattoon
advertisers!

WASHINGTON (AP ) - All
House members and their
staffs would be subjected to
random drug testing under a
rule Republicans are proposing.
Rep. J. Dennis Hastert, Rill., announced the plan
Thursday at a House subcomm i ttee hearing where the
Clincon administration's drug
policy coordinator faced
another day of sharp questioning from Republicans.
The proposed rules change
must go before the full House
for a vote.
l t would tighten up the
chamber's as-yet-unused current drug-testing policy, which
specifies testing only with
agreement of both Democratic
and Republican leaders.
GOP congressional aides
said Democratic leader
Richard Gephardt never has
consented.
An aide to Gephardt said the
Missouri Democrat believes
the rule is unnecessary.

..Every office is free to test
their own staff:· Gephardt
spokesman Erik Smith said.
"We don' t need any sweeping
mandates placed on the House
of Representatives:·
Rep. Gerald Solomon, RN.Y., and Rep. Joe Barton. RTexas. are formulating the proposed plan, which would
require that a quarter of members and staff be tested for illegal drug use four to six times
per year.
"We want to raise the level
of awareness in the hearts and
minds of the American people," said Hastei::t, chairman of
House Speaker Newt Gingrich's
week-old Task Force for a
Drug-Free America. During a
series of House and Senate
committee bearings, members
of Congress have been careful
to praise retired Army Gen.
Barry Mccaffrey, director of
the White House Office of
National Drug Control Policy,
while pillorying Clinton for
administration drug policy.
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NEED AN HIV TESn
Anonymous Testin1 and Counsellna
is available at the Coles County HnJth Department
825 18th Stmt in Charleston
Testing also provided at Eastem's Health Service after houn on Thursdays
Call the Health Department to make an appointment for either testing site
348-0530 I 258-0530
ask for Joyce or Judy

Panhellenic Council's
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Sara Groom

Jen Polkow
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Nicole Neumann

Janel Kupferschmid
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Cabinet Director

Victoria Markley

Katie Tomez

Social Awareness

Academic Affairs

Macon Gosnell

Brittany Kinser

Treasurer

Secretary

Lindsay Longtin

Jen Bourg

Want

$15,000+
for ·
college1
The Anny Reserve can help
you take a big bite out of college
expenses.
How?
If you qualify, the Montgomery GI Bill could provide
you with over $7,000 for college
or approved vo/tech training.
We11 also pay you over $107 a
weekend to start. Training is
usually one weekend a month
plus two weeks' Annual Training. By adding the pay for Basic
Training and skill training, you1l
earn over $18,000 during a standard enlistment.
So, if you could use a little
financial help getting through
school-the kind that won't
interfere with school-stop by
or call:

345-2081
...a. ""'""' m;-

..

ARMY
RUERVE
www.goarmy.com
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Lady Vols ready to run for second straight NCAA title
KANSAS CITY. Mo. (AP) - North
Carolina did Arkansas no favors.
By outrunning Tennessee and giving
the Lady Vols their biggest scare of the
season. North Carolina added even more
incentive for a ream that already had
plenty for its NCAA Final Four game
against Arkansas Friday night.
And that can't be encouraging for
Arkansas. which already has lost to
Tennessee once this season - by 30
points. The Lady Vols aren't about to get
outrun again.
"I wasn't prepared for our team to be
slow in transition, and I'm not prepared
now," Tennessee coach Pat Summitt said.
"It best not happen again. and I don't
think it will."

Summitt does not suffer failure gladly.
so look for her players to take that message to heart in their national semifinal
matchup. which follows the game
between Louisiana Tech and North
Carolina Seate.
The Lady Vols (37-0) are only two
wins from a record third straight national
championship. two wins that would cap a
season like no other in women's basketball and perhaps earn them a place in hisLOry as the best team ever.
They had their scare in a 76-70 regional final victory over North Carolina,
which led by 12 points with 7 112 minutes left.
Tennessee had won its first three tournament games by an average of 32
points.

·•1t opened our eyes a little," freshman
Tamika Catchings said:'We've been winning games. not at ease. but we've been
winning them. T think the Nonh Carolina
game proved that everybody is always
ready to play agalnst i:ennessee.
"We were prepared for it, but we
weren't prepared for them - the kind of
game they came out playing against us."
They can expect their Southeastern
Conference rival lo play the same way.
While Arkansas (22-10) Jost to
Tennessee 88-58 on Jan. I. the Lady
Razorbacks have come too far in their
remarkable tournament run as a No. 9
seed to back down now.
"You have two pressing teams."
Arkansas coach Gary Blair said. "And
sometimes a pressing team does not like

to be pressed. Somebody is going to
crack. OK? We didn't come up here to sit
back in a 2-3 zone and play our safety
defense. If you get a chance to dance.
you better dance with your best moves. If
we look like we're in retreat. we'll get
run out of the gym."
Arkansas. the lowest seed and first
unranked team ever to make the Final
Four, feels it's much better now than it
was in the first game against Tennessee
for several reasons, starting with the fact
the game isn't at Knoxville.
The Razorbacks also are more confident. thanks to what they've done in the
tournament so far, and point guard
Christy Smith is healthy. That New
Year's Day game was only her third after
undergoing arthroscopic knee surgery.

Two 'Cats bet future, come up losers White Sox ship ex-Cub,
Expos .to the Mariners

CHICAGO (AP) - A federal the point spread in home games
Penn State
and
grand jury on Thursday charged against
two former Northwestern basket- Wisconsin, an d a road game
ball players with fixing the out- . against Michigan.
come of three games in the 1994The Wildcats lost each of those
games by at least 14 points. The
- 95 season.
Two other men were accused team finished 11th in the Big Ten
of setting up the point-shaving that season with a record of 5-22
scheme and a nother former overall and 1- 17 in the confera th lete at Northwestern was ence.
"Unfortunately, student-athcharged in a separate indictment
with accepting bets from student- let'!s are vulnerable to the temptaathletes.
tions and pressures associated
The former basketball players with gambling and greed," U.S.
named are Dewey Williams, a Attorney Scott Lassar said in a
center and the team's most valu- statement. "That, however, does
able player in 1995, and Kenneth not condone unlawful conduct.''
Dion Lee, a frequent starter at
Pendergast and Irving also
guard and the team's top 3-point were charged with conspiring to
shooter.
fix the games to ensure the sucWilliams and Lee are accused cess of bets.
of conspiring with bettors Kevin
A third former Northwestern
Pendergast and Brian Irving to fix athlete, Brian Ballerini. was

charged with accepting bets on
sporting events from other
Northwestern athletes, including
Lee.
The charges against Ballerini
include an allegation that he
threatened Lee would be harmed
if he did not pay a gambling debt.
Northwestern - long known for
academic excelle nce - o nly
recently has seen success in bigtime sports. Northwestern's football team, once the perennial
doormat of the Big Ten, has
undergone a revival under coach
Gary Barnett, playing in two
consecutive bowl games.
The indictments occurred just
two days before the Final Four in
San Antonio and hours before
NCAA executive director Cedric
Dempsey held his annual preFinal Four news conference.

PEORIA, Ariz. (AP) _ With
No. 2 starter Jeff Passero on the
15-day disabled list, the Seattle
Mariners acquired pitcher J im
Bullinger from the Chicago
White Sox in a trade Thursday
for minor-league pitcher Marty
Weyll}outh.
Bullinger, 32, was Montreal's
opening day starter last season.
He has a six-year major
league record of 34-40 with a
4.96 ERA and 11 saves in 184
games with the Chicago Cubs
( 1992-96) and the Expos ( 1997).
Fassero, 35. a 16-game winner last season, was put on the
disabled list last week because of
a sore left elbow. He is eligible
to come off April 6.

Bullinger, who was the Cu
opening day starter in 1995,
be used by manager Lou Pinie
as either a starter or in the'
bullpen. He is expected to j ·
the team when it plays t
Colorado Rockies in exhibiti
games in Denver this weekend.
Bullinger was in the Whi
Sox's camp as a non-roster pl
er.
He will be added to t
Mariners' 25-man major lea
roster before opening night ·
Seattle against Cleveland
Tuesday.
In four relief appearances
eight innings for Chicago this
spring, he had an 0-0 record
a5.63 ERA.
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en's.and women's track teams head opposite ways
en to Millikin,
men compete
Big Bear invite
Panther men's and women's track
will be traveling in two different
ions this weekend with different
in mind.
men will be taking a small squad to
· and the women's team is headed
thwest Missouri.
e are looking to continue to get some
competition under our belts,"
's coach John Craft said of travelto compete in the Big Bear
·onal.
aft said the team needs to keep

and our pitchers have to
a good j ob of keeping us in

game."
t the Indian arms will have
rd time control I ing the

bats, as the Panthers are
· g the OVC in team offense
a .347 batting average.
tern leads the conference
43 homers this season.
stern senior first baseman
k Tomse and junior right
er Brian Hantosh are tied
the OVC lead in home runs

improving because there are only few
team meets left on the schedule.
"We need to continue with the same
intensity we s tarted with in Tallahassee,
because there are not that many meets
before conference," he said.
Erika Coull-Parenty, Candy Phillips and
Keisha Dunlap competed really well at the
Florida State Relays and Craft said they
need to keep working hard heading into a
home meet the following weekend.
"Keisha (Dunlap) had a 20-foot boost in
the discus and would have finished fourth
in the upper division at Florida State," be
said.
Achieving good seed time for the conference meet is another area the Lady
Panther's need to work on Craft said.
"We need to get some good performances in the 800-meter run and in the ·
sprints," Craft said. "We need to get good
seed times and we need to work hard each
and every meet because it is still early."
On the down side, Craft said there will

with eight apiece. After last
week's double
header victory
over Middle
Tennessee, Eastern also had
the top two
Jim Sclunitz
players for batting average in
the OVC. Senior designated hitter Clint
Benhoff led the league with a
.470 average and sophomore

guys, mostly the ones that dido' t make the
trip to Florida," Akers said.
' ' We need to continue with the
Hurdlers Eric Hill and Jake Hunt will
same intensity we started make the trip to compete in the intermediwith in Tallahassee, because there ate hurdles, and Justin Young will be comare not that many meets before con- peting in the high and triple jumps for the
Panthers Akers said.
ference."
"This is mainly for the kids who
-John Craft,
haven't some outdoor competition yet and
women's track coach to give some of the other guys a week off
to give them a mental break," Akers said.
Thrower's Dave Astrauskas and Paul
be some people missing from the line up
because they are either sick or have to take Ryndak will be competing in the discus,
s hot put and hamtner throw and Tom
exams.
"Four or five kids will be taking the Marchese will be getting in some pole
competence exams, Keri Davis is ques- vaulting Akers said.
Akers said he hopes the weather is
tionable and Jonica Craft twisted her ankle
in Florida and has been working out on the cooperative, but if it isn't he said there
will be more team-orientated meets to folbike all week," he said.
The men, on the other hand, will be giv- low.
"After break there are a lot of team oriing the majority of the people thal made
the trip to the Flo rida State Relays the entated meets, but after conference, we
will start preparing guys for nationals," he
weekend off coach Tom Akers said.
"We will be taking a small group of said.

third baseman Matt Marzec was
right behind Benhoff with an
average of .468.
But after the two losses this
week, Benhoff's average
dropped fo .452 and Marzec's to
.457.
Southeast has also shown
some glove this season. as it has
only committed 26 errors in 206
attempts. The Indians fielding
percentage of .964 is just ahead
of Middle Tennessee's average
of .963.
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against the Panthers. Veroni
will look to her pitching staff
to try and slow Eastern.
Junior Holly Killion heads
up a solid pitching staff.
Killion is 2-5 in I 0 appearances, with an ERA of 2.23 .
Killion also leads the team in
strikeouts by a large margin,
striking out 43.
Sophomore pitcher Vonya
Olachnovitch could also see
some mound time for Western.

Olachnovitch has gone 1-5 on
the season with an ERA of
2.81. She is second on the
team in strikeouts with 19.
Also adding to the excitement of the game is the instate
rivalry.
"We have always valued
competition with Eas tern.
They are a fine ball team, we
know that from playing in the
same .conference with them for
quite a while," Veroni said.

olden Gophers take NIT Championship Georgia dials long distance
for win over Fresno State
W YORK (AP) - On a day

of its schools was rocked by a

1-sha' ing scandal. the Big
uldn't lose m tlic NIT final.
innesota gave the league a
ction from Northwestern·s
!ems by winnrng its second
title this decade Thursday
t \\ith a 79-72 wrn over Penn

evin Clark scored a career28 points. Sam Jacobson had
and Quincy Lewis 19 for the
hers l20- l 5 ). a Final Four
last year. Clark. a junior.
had 58 points. 11 rebounds
five assists in two games at
'son Square Garden. won the
em's MVP.
Golden Gophers, who lost
players from the Final Four
. dropped their first six

league games. But Clem Haskins·
squad regrouped to win 11 of its
last 14. giving the Big Ten its second straight NIT champion and
third in six years. The Gophers
won the tourne} tn 1993 and
Michigan captured the ~rown last
season.
Playing in its first men's basketball championship game, Penn
State (I 9-13) was hoping to shed
it!; image as a football-only
school. but the Nittany Lions
couldn't rally after falling behind
by l 0 points in the second half.
Calvin Booth Jed Penn Stale
with 14 points and eight rebounds.
Senior Pete Lisicky. the second
leading scorer in Penn State
history, was just 3-for-12 from the
field .
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Best Western Worthington lno
9:ZO West IJncole, Cbutntoa

BUDGET

PLEASER~
t/ A Med. (14") Thin Crust
One Topping Pizza
t/ A Family-Size Salad iUld
t/ A 2-Llter Bottle of Coca-Cola

$13

0
0
0

•0

$14 with a 16" Budget Pleaser.

•
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Good on Carry-Out 7 Days a Week
thru 4/11 /98 at participating stores.
10 oz. FREE Dressing w /Salad.
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NEW YORK (AP) - Georgia semifinal loss to Penn State on
used the three to win third place Tuesday night. but wasn't around
in the NIT.
to see G.G. set a career-high in
G.G. Smith made nine of a scoring with 27 points by making
school record 19 three-pointers 9 of 15 three's. Smith'~ 9 three
Thursday, sending Georgia to a pointers were also a school record
95-79 win over Fresno State in and the 15 three's were the onlv
the NJT's consolation game.
field goals he attempted He
The matchup between Bull- missed his two free throws.
dogs preceded an all-Big Ten
For Fresno State ( 21-13 ), .1
championship between Penn State troubled season which included
and Minnesota.
suspensions and arrests of Se\ eral
Smith. whose father. Tubby, of its star players and national
will coach Kentucky in the Final . criticism of coach Jerry TarkFour in San Antonio this week- anian·s program. ended with its
end. made six three-pointers in second-worst loss.
the second half, including three in
''There's nothing that has been
a 3: 10 span when Georgia (20-15) as tough as thb year," Tarkam~
pulled away.
said "It was absolutely incrediTubby Smith auended his son's ble."

CARRY-OUT! 7DAYSA WEEK!

•

0

0

The all-Big 10 final was the
first for the NIT since 1979 when
Indiana beat Purdue. and much of
the pregame conversation among
fans and reporters centered
around another Big Ten school.
Northwestern, which had two
players indicted Thursday of
shaving points during games in
the 1994-95 season.
Leading 38-37 two minutes
into the second half. Lewis scored
all IO points - two field goals. a
3-pointer and Cl three-point play in a I 0-2 spurt that put the
Gophers ahead 48-39 with 15:15
left.
Penn State. which rallied from
I 0 pomb down 10 the second half
to beat Minnesota in the schools'
first meeting this seao;on, stormed
back with a 9-4 run.
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Charleston
909 18th Street
348-7515

TW014"

THIN CRUST
With One Topping
(excluding extra cfieese)

$i4ss
I AU" Thin Crust One Topping $8.85.
116" One Topping $9.85/ Two fur $16.85
I Good on Carry-Out 1 Days a Week
thru 4/11/98 at participating stores.
Extra toppings available at
I
I
an additional charge.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I 909Charleston
18th Street
348-7515

•

Saturday Night
NewI
Foster's On Tap
24oz. Aussie Shot
$3.50 I $2.50 refllls
You keep the glassl
509 Van Ouren

345 - 2380

adverti
you only have one
more month to
reach l 0,000 EIU
students before
that summer
dry spell!
place your ad in
the Daily Eastern
News today!
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By MATT WILSON

helping out with the wins was

Associate sports editor

left hander Ryan Spite who

Eastern 's baseball team win
try to keep its first-place standing against the team that
knocked it out of the OVC
Tournament last season, as the
Panther host a three-game series
against Southeast Missouri.
"We look at where we're at
now," Panther head coach Jim
Schmitz said. "Last year we
didn't play that weU. Right now
('m on ly looking at us and
SEMO."
Eastern ( 4-1 in the Ohi o
Valley Conference, 13-6) has
had a good start to the season.
but Schmitz said challenges
keep coming up.
" It's great to start off well."'
Schmitz said. "We have to take
care of business each weekend.
We're looldng at who's coming
in and if we win two out of
Lhree then we' II be in good
shape."
Southeast Missouri comes
into the game with a 5-4 conference record and a 14-10 overall
record. The Indians took cwo
out of three games from Eastern
Kentucky last weekend.
Freshman Jeff Bourbon went
6-for-9 in che series with four
doubles and four RBl. Also

improved h is record to 5-0 on
the season. which is the best
record in the OVC. Three of the
wins have been complete
games.
Eastern is currently on a twogame losing streak, falling to
Missouri Valley Conference
foes Illinois State and Indiana
State this week.
"We didn ' t execute well on
Tuesday," Schmitz said. "On
Wednesday we had a nice game;
we had good pitching and
swung the bats well. I feel good
going into this weekend."
Southeast is ranked first in
the OVC in both team pitching
and team fielding. Spile current- .
ly has the lowest ERA in the
conference. sporting a 2.14
mark. In 42 innings of pitching,
Spite bas given up 32 hies while
strildng o ut 56 opponents.
Also having a low ERA
(2.70)
is
senior Jason
Swearingen, who has pitched 46
2/3 innings and boasts a 4-1
record. He has given up 45 hits
while striking out 30 batters and
walking just nine.
"They (Southeast) have a fine
pitching staff,'' Schmitz said.
··we have to keep the score
See FIRST page 7A

Pamher senior first baseman Mark Tomse crosses home plate and gets congratulated by senior second
baseman Justin Stone. Eastern c11rre111ly sits atop the Ohio Valley Conference standing with a 4-1 reco
Eastern hopes to improve on this record when it hosts Southeast Missouri this weekend.

Women's tennis team to play inaugural match at new court
Lady Panther team
to use new courts
for first time ever
By TODD SCHREIBER
Staff writer

The Eastern women's tennis team hosts
its first match of the spring season at 2 p.m.
Sunday.
This will be the first match played on the
newly built tennis courts located behind the
baseball field. The Lady Panthers will take

on Tennessee-Martin, which is currenlly 2-0
in Ohio Valley Conference play. Eastern is
0- I, after a 6-1 loss Lo Tennessee Tech last
weekend.
Coach Marla Reid said the rerun learned
a lot from the Tech loss.
"We got in a good week of practice this
week." Reid said. "We were a lot more
sharp after competing again."
The Lady Panthers are starting to play
more matches coming up. The team had a
six-week break before their match with
Tech, and were a little rusty, according LO
Reid.
Eastern is aJso ready to start the play on
the new courts.

"They are extremely excited and anxious," Reid said of the Lady Panthers'
debut.
The season is young for the women's
team, and they need to gel on the court
more oflen, according Lo Reid. There are
still some things that Reid sees the team
needs to work on.
"They need to work on basic rhings,"
Reid said. "Cutting down unforced errors.
higher first serve percentage and playing
within themselves."
The team is looking to the top two singles players for leadership in junior Adeline
Khaw and sophomore Tania Vanstone.
Vanstone has been extremely effective of

late, winning. her match against Tech,
placing well in Eastern 's previous t
meat.

"The girls look at her (Vanstone)
the competitiveness," Reid said. "]
pushing the others with her play:·
The Lady Panthers are aJso awai ·
clearance of two walk-ons to round
short-handed team.
"We are expecting one to be cl
tomorrow," Reid said. '·The other
should be cleared next week."
The player needs to be cleared by S
Friday in order to be eligible for the
lf not, Eastern will once again s
match down 2-0.

Panther softball team travels to Macomb Golf teams open up seaso
BY KYLE BAUER
Staff writer
The Lady Panther softball
team wilJ try and improve on its
7-8 record as it travels to
Macomb to take on instate rival
Western 1llinois. The Panthers
will play a double headeJ against
this afternoon, with the first
game scheduled to start at 2:30.
Western comes into the game
with a 3-l l record. The record
might lead one to believe that
WIU is struggling, but that is not
the case. Most of Westem's competition up to this point in the
season has been against Top 20
teams.
The only opponents Western
has faced that are not in the Top
20 have been Notre Dame and St.
Louis. Western took care of St.
Louis, easily shutting them out
twice, 8-0 and 10-0.
For the most part, Western has
kept the games against their

The men's and women's
golf teams open up their season this weekend, as the
women will travel to Southern
fllinois and the men will travel
to Indiana.
The men will be competing
in the 16-team Butler lnvitationaJ.

wru

tough opponents close.

Most

of their games so far have been
decided by a few runs.
·
'The first 12 games we played

Butler head coach Don
Bembow said his team hosts a
tournament every fall and
spring.
"This has been a very competitive tourney," Bembow

IKUVA KURATA/Photo iKlitor
Panther junior utility player Nicole Ktisou breaks for home in
Thursday's 3-2 victory over Northwestern. Eastern will play intrastate rival Western Illinois today.

all Top 20 teams, with teams

playing new positions and play-

ranked

ing weU."

as

hlgh

as

third

(Oklahoma State)," Western head
coach Kathy Veroni said. "We

are a young team with players

Western will rely on those
young players to get the job done

See RIVAL page 7A

team, which finished sec
its conference last year,
been getting better as the
son goes on.
"It's early. but we've
improving,'' Bembow s
"We're looking forward
tournament; it will be a
challenge and we hope

competitive."
The women's team w·
compering in the 15-t
Southern lllinois lnvitati
" It's a tough field,"
more Ann Akenbrand said.

said. "This is a great golf

Akenbtand said some

course and we have some good
golf teams."
Some other notable teams
competing in tbe tournament
with Eastern are Notre Dame,
Ball State, C~ncinnali and
Ohio Valley Conference foe
More-head State.
"From knowing what's been
going on this season, I would
have to say Ball Stale and

tough teams in the invi ·
will be the Universit
fllinois, Youngstown Stale
Southern.
Due to the bad wea
Akenbrand said the
Panthers have not had
many practices.
"We've only had eight
practices because of the
er lately," she said. "
played well and we're 1
forward to this weekend."

Notre Dame would be the
favorites if I had to pick
favorites," Bembow said.
Bembow said his B utler

